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NACFOR Summit Lake logging operations expected to start soon
by Jan McMurray
The Nakusp Community Forest
(NACFOR) is hoping to start
operations in the Summit Lake
area this month. NACFOR Project
Manager Frances Swan reports
that they will likely start plowing
this week in preparation for road
construction.
NACFOR’s open house in May
last year attracted quite a crowd
of people with concerns about the
Summit Lake logging plans, as
the area is important habitat for
the blue-listed western toad. A
petition opposing the logging has
been available in Nakusp and New
Denver since the open house, and has
amassed over 300 signatures.
Eloise Charet, member of the
group organizing the petition,
sees irony in the fact that several
ministries and agencies are “trying
to help the toads” while the Ministry
of Forests “is giving out tenures
in toad habitat.” The Ministry of
Transportation and Infrastructure
has invested at least $190,000 in
‘toad tunnels’ at Summit Lake to
reduce mortality of the toads as
they cross the highway between
their breeding ground at the lake
and their upland forest habitat.
An annual Toadfest is held every
summer, where people carry the
toads safely across the road in
buckets. The event is coordinated by
the Fish and Wildlife Compensation
Program, with support from BC
Parks, the Ministry of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resource Operations,
the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure, and Columbia Basin
Trust.
“A thousand people come
to Toadfest every year and it’s
growing,” said Charet. “Logging
brings short-term profit, but
ecotourism is the future for our
area and Toadfest is part of that. It
brings in a lot of business.” Charet
added that the group would like to
see the expansion of Summit Lake

Provincial Park to protect the toads’
forest habitat.
NACFOR is planning to build
2.7 kilometres of temporary road,
and harvest a volume of about
18,000 cubic metres from seven
small cutblocks, four to nine hectares
in size, in western toad habitat on
the west side of the lake – between
the Summit Lake Forest Service
Road highway access and the Bird
Creek drainage. Frances Swan
said they plan to harvest about
half of the blocks in winter 2016,
providing snowpack is sufficient.
Harvesting in winter while the toads
are hibernating is deemed to be the
best time to minimize impacts on
the toads.
The biggest concern expressed
at the NACFOR open house last
year was the lack of research on the
toads’ forest habitat in the Summit
Lake area. Although research has
been ongoing since 2010 on the
breeding sites at the lake, and on road
mortality and the efficacy of the toad
tunnels, research on the forest habitat
did not begin until fall 2014.
In fall 2014, NACFOR
contributed $10,000 so toad specialist
Jakob Dulisse could begin studying
the toads’ forest habitat at Summit
Lake. Using radio telemetry, he
was able to follow five radio-tagged
adult toads to their hibernation sites
in the forest.
Swan reports that in 2015,
NACFOR contributed another
$10,000 and provided field support
towards continuing the research on
the forest habitat. This resulted in the
identification of habitat features that
will be protected during harvesting,
as well as a draft best management
practices document for operating
in western toad habitat, which
NACFOR intends to follow.
“This has been a good
opportunity to do some research
and develop some best practices,”
said Swan. “We’ve been working
very well with the ministry – it’s

been really positive.”
The research team, including
Dulisse; Irene Manley, wildlife
biologist with the Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resources;
Thomas Hill, field technician; and

Erin McLeod, one of NACFOR’s
summer students, did night surveys
on three of the blocks to identify the
habitat features that will be protected
during harvesting.
Swan said that monitoring and

post harvesting assessments were
recommended as best management
practices, so NACFOR will log half
of the blocks this winter and then do
some monitoring before finalizing
plans for the remaining blocks.

by Jan McMurray
The Nakusp Rotary Club has
announced the Citizens of the
Year. Barb Chwachka (Lifetime
Achievement) and Sheila Anderson
will be honoured at the annual
Citizen of the Year Awards Banquet
on Saturday, March 5 at the Legion
Hall.
Barb Chwachka is the founder
and chair of the Nakusp & Area
Community Trails Society and a
founding member of the Nakusp
Paddling Club. From 2003 to 2009,
she sat on the board of the Arrow and
Slocan Lakes Community Services
Society. She founded the Halcyon
Community Home Redevelopment
Committee in 2002, which later
became the Halcyon Assisted Living
Society.
Sheila Anderson has given very
generously of her time to the Launch
Club, where she sells day passes
and warmly welcomes visitors. She
donates the stipend the club gives
her to PALS, BEAKS and other

organizations.
The banquet is being held earlier
than usual this year, as the Rotary

Club is busy with the Nakusp Wine
Festival in April. Tickets are on sale
now at Barton Insurance.

Barb Chwachka and Sheila Anderson are Nakusp Citizens of the Year

Sheila Anderson gets a bouquet of flowers from Nakusp Rotary President Harry Ellens, in
recognition of her achievement as Nakusp Citizen of the Year.

Barb Chwachka will receive the Lifetime Achievement Award from the Nakusp Rotary Club, in recognition of her work with many community
organizations over the years.
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Passmore abattoir still seeking new owners
by Art Joyce
Alex Berland and Judi Morton,
owners of Passmore Poultry
Pluckers, are still seeking someone
to take over their business. The
couple established the poultry
abattoir service in 2011 but are now
reaching retirement age and unable
to continue.
Far more than merely a business
succession story, Berland believes
it’s a critical element of Slocan
Valley farming infrastructure. That’s
why he hasn’t listed the business
outside the region – Berland is
appealing to locals to step forward.
Last year the call went out that
2015 would be their last season of
operation.
“There was one in Cranbrook
and as soon as it was sold the
new owners moved it to Alberta,”
he says. “And if this leaves the
valley I’m not sure if we’ll ever be
able to get it back. We want to do

BATS IN MINES

Most low elevation mines (particularly in
the W. Kootenay) are used by bats for
winter hibernation. To maintain this habitat,
secured metal grates over mine openings
can keep people out for safety but let bats
through. Buildings, rock crevices and
snags are also bat hibernacula. Some of
our eleven W. Kootenay species migrate
south in winter.
slocanlakess.com
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everything possible to keep the unit
in the area.”
Several people have looked at
the business to date, and there is
a group of Slocan Valley residents
interested in forming a co-op to buy
it, but there have been no offers yet.
The abattoir supports about 70
producers bringing in 4,000-5,000
chickens per year, or about 11
tons annually. The business has all
the necessary licenses for poultry
but not for red meat, although the
business could be expanded to
include that once the proper licenses
were acquired. Passmore Pluckers
employs six people, in addition to
the provincial poultry inspector who
is required to inspect every chicken.
Due to the certification level
of the facility, farmers having their
poultry dressed are legally allowed
to sell the meat to local restaurants
or grocery stores. Selling poultry
outside the province requires a
different license, but that’s hardly
necessary. At this point, there’s
far more demand than supply for
locally raised, free-range, nonhormone-fed poultry.
The Kootenay Co-op in Nelson
met with the Slocan Valley group
that’s looking into forming a
cooperative to take over the abattoir
and told them the store can’t keep
up with the demand so they have
to bring in poultry from the coast.
“People are very concerned
about humane treatment of animals,
about sustainable farming practices
and they’re very concerned about
the food fed to animals,” says
Berland. “I think people are making
the choice to eat less meat but higher
quality meat.”
Passmore Poultry Pluckers has
a Class A provincial license for a
poultry abattoir, plus the knowhow to meet all the government
regulations, in addition to licenses
with the Ministry of Agriculture,
Interior Health, Ministry
of Environment. These would
be transferable to new owners
provided they are willing to serve
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an apprenticeship to bring them up
to speed. The business has had “a lot
of government money” put into it in
addition to Berland and Morton’s
personal savings, another potential
loss if the business is forced to
merely close.
“What we’ve suggested to the
local group that’s interested is that
we’ll make ourselves available for
one or two seasons to help them
with the transition. If they want it,
Judi and I have committed to staying
over to help the new owners get
over the learning curve as quickly

as possible. That’s all we want to
get out of it, what we put into it.”
The abattoir’s catchment area
is from Kaslo to Fruitvale, Salmo
and Trail; east to Rossland; west to
Burton, the Slocan Valley and north
to Nakusp; the regulations require
a maximum two-hour transport
distance, considered the maximum
for humane transport of poultry.
The abattoir is somewhat seasonal,
operating approximately twice
weekly between June and October.
“During the past two decades
we’ve seen agriculture run down

and degraded in this province and
across the country,” says Berland.
“It’s going to take a long time to
rebuild. People have a lot more
awareness of food issues now as
well as the effects of climate change.
We think it’s vital to sustain this
infrastructure; if it goes elsewhere
I don’t know if we’ll get it back.”
By press time there was no
news from Slocan Valley residents
who have expressed interest in the
business. Those interested in the
business can contact Berland at
aberland@telus.net.

submitted
The Trail RCMP want the public
to be aware of a prolific phone scam
currently targeting residents.
People are receiving phone calls
from a male claiming to be “Shawn
White from the Canada Revenue
Agency (CRA)” who threatens
police or court action unless the
resident calls a 1-900 number to deal
with the matter.
This is an attempt to have people
call a pay-per-dial number and
obtain their personal information

for further frauds.
If you receive one of these
fraudulent calls, do NOT call the
1-900 number. If you have concerns
about the CRA, the legitimate
phone number can be obtained from
the Canadian Government online
website.
In some instances, the fraudulent
caller claims to be a local police
officer – with call display showing
the phone number of the local
police agency – and threatens the
call recipient with “arrest warrants”

unless immediate payment to the
Canada Revenue Agency (CRA)
is made.
This is an attempt to fraudulently
obtain your credit card information,
cash, or a money order.
If you receive one of these
fraudulent calls, do NOT provide
your credit card information,
personal information, or any form
of payment (cash, cheque, or
money order). If you genuinely
have concerns regarding an arrest
warrant, contact your local police.

submitted
A Slocan Valley man has been
charged with animal cruelty for
the fourth time, following a BC
SPCA seizure of 29 animals from
a property near Winlaw on January
28.
Crown counsel charged Joao
(John) Vieira with three counts of
animal cruelty under the Criminal
Code of Canada just days after a
team of BC SPCA constables took
Vieira’s animals into custody and
presented their evidence to Crown.
Nine sheep, seven goats, four
horses, five large-breed dogs, two
puppies, one cow and one rooster
in various states of distress were
rescued by the SPCA officers. The
carcasses of dead horses, a bull
and a goat were also found on the
property.
M a r c i e M o r i a r t y, c h i e f
prevention and enforcement officer
for the BC SPCA, says Vieira

has been the focus of several
SPCA investigations during recent
years and has three previous
animal cruelty convictions. He
has also been charged four times
with breaching conditions of his
sentencing, the most recent charge
coming yesterday for violating a
ban on owning animals.
“Mr. Vieira has received
various fines, some jail time, and
bans on owning animals in his past
convictions. It is our hope that if
he is convicted in this most recent
case, he receives a substantial jail
sentence and a lifetime ban on
owning animals, as clearly the
previous convictions have not
deterred him sufficiently,” she said.
Moriarty says the 29 animals
seized on January 28 were
being kept in overcrowded and
inadequate conditions and were
underweight and suffering from a
range of medical issues, including
parasites, abscesses, heart
problems, infections, overgrown
nails, dental issues, and eye

infections.
The livestock are now being
cared for at foster boarding
facilities in the Salmo Valley and
the dogs and puppies are in the care
of the Kelowna SPCA, where they
are on a protective hold and will
receive ongoing veterinary care
before going up for adoption at a
later date.
The BC SPCA investigates
more than 10,000 cases of animal
cruelty each year and is funded
primarily by public donations.
Initial estimates for medical care
and special diets needed by the
underweight animals come to
approximately $20,000. If you
can help, the BC SPCA would
be grateful for donations at spca.
bc.ca/medicalemergency.
The BC SPCA would also
appreciate donations of high
quality hay for the livestock. If
you can help, please contact Rob
Andrew, manager, BC SPCA
Nelson Branch, 250-352-7178,
nelson@spca.bc.ca.

CRA scam resurfaces: don’t call a 900 number

Animal cruelty charges laid against Slocan Valley fourth-time offender

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
Open daily (Closed X’mas
& New Year’s day)

Nine sheep, seven goats, four horses, five large-breed dogs, two puppies, one cow and one
rooster in various states of distress were rescued by SPCA officers. The BC SPCA would also
appreciate donations of high-quality hay for the livestock.
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Glacier Creek logging plans raise concerns
by Jan McMurray
BC Timber Sales is in the early
planning stages of logging operations
in the Glacier Creek watershed in the
Lardeau-Duncan, an area with a history
of contention.
Proposals for development in this
area have historically met with fierce
opposition – the Jumbo Glacier resort
and AXOR’s independent power project
are two high-profile examples.
On January 26, three local residents
met with BC Timber Sales officials to
discuss their concerns with the logging
plans. “Our primary concerns,” said
Jumbo Wild! activist K.L. Kivi, “are
about the cumulative impacts of all the
different developments in the Central
Purcells. We’d like a moratorium on
resource extraction in the area until the
Jumbo Glacier Resort issue is resolved.”
According to the notes from the
meeting, “BCTS representatives also
share some concern for how land use
decisions appear to be made and agree
that it’s not obvious that cumulative
impacts are fully considered.” However,
in regards to BCTS development, they

said BCTS ensures “comprehensive
consideration of all values – wildlife,
fish, recreation, terrain, etc – and the
effects imposed by all development at
any given site.”
Kivi points out that one of the
reasons AXOR’s proposed independent
power project was rejected in 2012
was that Glacier Creek was shown
to be habitat for the blue-listed bull
trout. In response to the residents’
concerns about fish habitat, BCTS
representatives explained that “stream
protection measures are required by
regulation and will be implemented as
a minimum.”
Kivi adds that the area is also
home to grizzlies, harlequin ducks,
and many other species. “The potential
environmental impacts of logging in
this area are multiple, including loss
of habitat, siltation of Glacier Creek,
and loss of genetic diversity in trees,”
she said.
The Glacier Creek Forest Service
Road provides access to world-class
recreational areas, including Monica
Meadows, the Macbeth Icefield, and

Jumbo Pass.
“People familiar with the
recreational values of the area question
why anyone would choose to log in
such an active recreational area,” said
Kivi. “Logging trucks, heavy equipment
and recreationalists are a potentially
hazardous mix, particularly on such a
narrow and precipitous road.”
BCTS assured that it will “conduct
a full evaluation of the road and will
undertake the investments necessary
to ensure a safe co-existence with all
traffic types.”
Della Peterson of BCTS noted
that the recreation sites are accessible
thanks to the road built by the forestry
industry. “It does not seem logical that
the industry who made so much possible
in this drainage would now be expected
to vacate. The economic model to
support this is also not workable,” the
meeting notes say.
The residents were alerted to the
logging plans when Glacier Creek
landowner Gabriela Grabowsky
received notification from the Forest
Service that a number of cutblocks
were proposed in her watershed. The

by Katrine Campbell
Thanks to a CBT grant, the
Village of Nakusp has started work
on a comprehensive master plan for
trails within the village and in Area K.
Director of Recreation and Parks
Terry Welsh says his office is working
on a request for proposals which will
likely be issued in March. He’s not
sure of the exact timing as staff is in
the middle of the budget and year-end
processes.
“There are not only health and
societal benefits, but trails are an
economic driver as well.”
The steering committee will be
composed of major stakeholders,
who will work with consultants to
create an inventory of existing trails,
what future trails are required, and
the needs of various trail users.
The plan will list which trails
are non-motorized only, and which

are multi-use. It will concentrate on
Nakusp and Area K but will also look
at how to link to trails in other areas,
such as the rail trail which runs into
Area H and down the Slocan Valley.
Trail development should be done on
a regional basis, adds Welsh.
The steering committee created
an inventory of major trail users,
and has asked some to consider
involvement in the process.
Participation is by invitation only,
for organizations involved in trails
within Nakusp and Area K. However,
public meetings will be part of the
process, Welsh says.
“The public consultation process
in any recreational planning exercise
is an absolutely critical component. If
a plan breaks down it’s often because
there was no public participation
– the plan was not as relevant as it
should have been.”

SHELLEY BORTNICK,
MSW, RSW

Nakusp starts work on Trails Master Plan

notification gave a deadline of February
8 for comments.
BCTS representatives explained
at the meeting that they will continue
to respond to comments and concerns
past February 8. Although they only
send out notifications to landowners and
tenure holders in the area, they welcome
dialogue with the public as well.
A ministry spokesperson reported
that BC Timber Sales staff is currently
developing the cutblocks. The exact
number of cutblocks and sizes will be
confirmed in 2016/17 with the intent
to auction the timber sale licences in
2017/18.
To comment on this proposal,
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contact Planning Forester Sean
Slimmon sean.slimmon@gov.bc.ca or
Woodlands Supervisor Della Peterson
della.peterson@gov.bc.ca. The Ministry
of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations’ Recreation Officer for the
Kootenay-Boundary District is Justin
Dexter justin.dexter@gov.bc.ca.

ULRIKE ZOBEL, LAWYER
PRACTISE RESTRICTED TO:
CRIMINAL & FAMILY LAW

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
208 Broadway St., Nakusp, BC

250-265-4372 • 1-877-265-4372

www.ulrikezobel.com
Serving the Arrow and Slocan Lakes

Individual, couple and
family therapist
25+ years experience

Offers counselling services involving
mental health (depression, anxiety,
etc.), addictions, grief and loss,
trauma and life transition issues
For appointment, please call

250-265-3397

Hired Equipment Registration
West Kootenay District
The West Kootenay District of the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure is creating its
list of registered Equipment for Hire for the 2016/2017 fiscal year, which begins April 1, 2016.
All individuals or companies who are currently registered through the ministry’s offices in
Nelson or Grand Forks will receive invitations to re‑register their equipment for the coming
fiscal year by mail.
Individuals or companies who were not registered in 2015, but wish to have their
equipment listed, are invited to visit or phone the Nelson or Grand Forks office to obtain
the appropriate registration forms.
You will be required to have Commercial (Comprehensive) General Liability Insurance with
minimum $2 million third party liability and a WorkSafe BC clearance letter prior to starting
work on any ministry projects. Dump trucks must provide a current weigh slip, front tire
size, and manufacturer’s front axle rating.
Equipment can only be registered in one area in any given year and must be owned or
leased‑to‑own in order to be eligible for registration. Seniority is not transferable from area
to area.
The deadline for registrations is March 18, 2016. Late registrations will be accepted,
but may appear at the bottom of the open list. Note that there is no charge for registering
equipment or for changing or deleting equipment information already listed.

Register by March 18, 2016, at one of these offices:
Grand Forks Office:
Nelson Office:
7290 2nd Street
310 Ward Street, 4th Floor
Telephone: 250 442-4384
Telephone: 250 354-6400
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OPINION

Kaslo and
New Denver
nominated
Most RiderFriendly
Community

As a local business owner and
taxpayer in the RDCK I would like
to counter any negative publicity
toward motorcycle tourism and take
advantage of this opportunity to
promote and encourage motorcycle
tourism in the Kootenays.
Kaslo, New Denver, and
Fruitvale have all been nominated
for the title of Canada’s Most RiderFriendly Community. Here is a
chance for one of our small towns
to win $35,000 towards positive
marketing to help the local economy.
This shows that there is just as much
support for motorcycles as against.
In this time of economic crisis
and when government cutbacks are
at an all-time high, should we not
concentrate on positive ways to help
the local economy?
Anyone can register and vote
daily from February 8 until February
25 at www.riderfriendlycontest.ca
Karissa Stroshein
Kaslo

Please clean up
slash on Galena
Trail

I’ll set aside my inclination to be
cynical for the moment and simply
ask whoever has done the logging
above the Galena Trail just below the
Slocan Lake Golf Course to remove
the slash left on and alongside the
trail. We’ve been using this corridor
for a good many years and have
enjoyed its beauty – as I know many
others have. Please do the right thing
and clean up the mess you’ve left.
Wil Brellisford & Wendy Moser
Rosebery
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Now is the time

Countries at the Paris Climate
Summit agreed to essentially eliminate
GHG emissions that result from the
consumption of coal, oil, and natural
gas by the second half of the century.
That’s only 35 years from now.
A key long-term challenge is
implementing an effective economic
response to climate change. Political
leaders have recently and unfortunately
been tone deaf to the reality of climate
change and its economic impact,
talking about the economy as if it’s
an entity unto itself. It’s not. It’s
like someone talking about their
income and not their expenses. For
example, the real economic cost of
dwindling water supplies available
for California agriculture is just now
being felt in the increasing cost of food.
This is especially true for the most
disadvantaged.
All countries need to integrate the
implications of global warming into
their macroeconomic frameworks.
Energy pricing is at the heart of this.
The IMF (according to Christine
Lagarde, IMF Managing Director) has
projected global energy subsidies at
$5.3 trillion for 2015, or 6.5 percent
of global GDP; a massive economic
distortion. The most recent Canadian
government handed out around a
billion dollars a year in tax breaks to
oil, coal and gas companies.
To get it right, we need to price
energy right. A BC-appointed Climate
Leadership Team recommended last fall
that BC should raise its carbon tax by
$10 increments to $150/tonne by 2030,
while dropping the provincial sales tax
and providing some “competitiveness
adjustments” for the trade-exposed
industrial sector. Nancy Olewiler, a
panel member and economist from
SFU, said the overall impact on the
BC economy would be fairly modest,
especially compared with the recent
volatility in commodity markets.
Environmental economist David
Sawyer calculates that just achieving
Ottawa’s pre-Paris target (30 percent
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Call us about our Valentines Getaway
package.

430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
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The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

below 2005 emissions by 2030) would
require a tax of $180/tonne of CO2
in 15 years. Canada has endorsed a
1.5°C limit on global warming, but
the efforts and ambitions of the federal
government are vastly inadequate to
achieve even a 2°C goal. When the
Paris Agreement opens for signatures
on April 22, Canada must be prepared
with an ambitious GHG emission
reduction target and a concrete climate
action plan that clearly establishes the
federal leadership role and defines
expectations for federal, provincial,
and territorial action.
We all need to change the way
we price energy for the sake of the
generations that follow. The BC
government must listen to their panel
of experts, lead the way by example and
put an ever-increasing price on carbon
pollution, NOW.
I urge you to do your own research,
write to your MLA, MP and Federal
Liberal Cabinet ministers so our elected
representatives know your educated
opinion. Imagine the effect if MPs and
MLAs received 10,000 or even 100,000
emails and letters.
John Fyke
New Denver

No hunting/
trespassing

One kilometre north of New
Denver on Sunday afternoon January

24, a person was hunting and running
his cougar hounds across my property
without my permission. There is a very
disturbing pattern evolving here, and I
don’t want to go through an incident
such as what happened last year when a
hunting party tracked and hunted down
a young female cougar on my property,
leaving two orphaned kittens that
later were put down by conservation
officers. These events were deliberate
acts of irresponsibility. The readers
can judge for themselves the ethics of
cougar hunting. Tracking and hunting
on private property without consent is
disrespectful, unsettling and dangerous
to residents. The hunting regulations
are vague and antiquated in thoroughly
protecting property owners or the
general public.
The southwest side of Goat
Mountain outside of New Denver is
all private properties of various sizes
backed by Crown land with steep rocky
terrain, leading north into Dennis and
Wilson Creek drainage. The only easy
access into this area is through private
properties; this is a highly used wildlife
corridor and should be designated as
No Hunting.
For those of you who are
participants in these recent activities,
with your local knowledge of this area
and use of the close proximity to the
highway, you are taking advantage of
land owners and encroaching on our

privacy, a trend that’s increasingly
becoming a problem. Times are
changing and I will protect what’s left
in my back yard.
Mike Simpson
Rural New Denver

Anti smart meter
‘rebels’ get
unfairly whacked
in the wallet

Canadians got forced to adopt
smart meters, which is a grievous
violation of the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. The Charter
of Rights and Freedoms confirms our
right to live in our home, our refuge,
free of invasion.
In a real democracy, everyone
should have the choice to have a
smart meter or not. We have all been
harassed or bullied. FortisBC and
BC Hydro have infringed upon basic
democratic rights!
Supplying households with
electricity cannot be used as a threat
or blackmail to extract more money!
FortisBC and BC Hydro customers
opted out for health risks, privacy
concerns and violation of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
Yes, we are bathed in wireless
radio, telephone and internet signals.
continued on page 5
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continued from page 4
The point is, we should not be forced
to take smart meters.
The government, of course, insists
that FortisBC and BC Hydro are not
overcharging customers.
On July 18, 2013, Energy Minister
Bill Bennett made the following
statement by way of press release
announcing BC Hydro’s Meter
Choices Program: “As we have said,
nobody will be forced to take a smart
meter. I believe that this is a fair and
reasonable solution for all British
Columbians.”
Well said, Mr. Bennett and why
did you say in February 2015 that
people who opt out of the smart meter
program create special costs that
shouldn’t be subsidized by everyone
else?
The unjustified fee increase for the
radio-off version should be voided.
Personally, I don’t need the proof
of science or improved regulations to
substantiate what I already know: it’s
safer to be hard-wired.
Karin Leja
Winlaw

Solar fantasy

It’s time to stop the bleed of
public money into solar projects by
greenwashing people picking our
pockets. Grid tie solar in BC is a waste
of everyone’s money and will not
reduce greenhouse gases, but that’s
another discussion.
The recent $50,000 grant for your
local school solar system is a perfect
example of greenwashing waste.
Nelson has two solar
demonstration systems, wasting over
$50,000 in grants.
Years of solar data for the West
Kootenay shows solar will make
an average of about 5kWh/kW in
December.
The online public data from
Nakusp shows the 12.7 kW system
made 70 kWh in December. You could
buy that from BC hydro for $4.76.
Could the school do better things with
that $50,000 than taking $5 off the
December power bill? That’s 70kWh
at the micro-inverters, losses will take
that to about 63 kWh at point of use.
The average home uses 40 kWh; for
December the school solar system
power would run one average house
for a day and a half. The solar panels
will be junk in 20 years.
Nakusp put 50 kW of microhydro
on the city water intake for $150,000.
It makes power day and night all
winter. in December, that would power
800 houses for a day and a half, and
it makes the city $100 a day and will
last a century or more.
From spring runoff through high
summer water levels, all dams are
spilling water, reservoirs are full, and
solar power has nowhere to go. Yet
BC Hydro is forced to buy this ‘green’
power while sending the greenest
power over the dam. And we all lose.
Solar belongs where the sun
really shines and they make power
with coal, then burning some of that

non-renewable coal can be avoided.
Here we send clean water over the
dam for our feel good green power,
and get nothing from solar in winter
when we need it.
Max Yanke
Nelson

The earth is our
life-support
system

I often ponder that these last days
of my own life are perhaps being
lived during the last daze of the
human species. We blindly exploit the
stability and intricate ecology of our
marvelous planet. Abundant literature
informs us that much of our activity
produces excess heat, cumulatively
raising environmental temperatures
to threatening levels.
In fact global warming was
anticipated as long ago as 1896 by
Nobel-winning Swedish chemist
Svante Arrhenius. He recognized
that people were burning fuels
such as oil, coal, and wood at an
increasing rate each year. In April
1896, an article written by him was
published in the London, Edinburgh,
and Dublin Philosophical Journal.
In it he explained that, “We are
evaporating our coal mines into the
air,” and that the addition of so much
carbon dioxide must be altering the
transparency of the air and causing the
less transparent air to act as a blanket,
which in time might cause the earth
to become heated to an extent that
people have never before known. His
article was extremely thorough and
predicted that a doubling of carbon
dioxide in the air would cause earth
temperature to rise between five and
six degrees Celsius. The accuracy
of his predictions was verified by
computer modeling in the 1960s. In
spite of a tremendous mass of data
that verifies the steady accumulation
of greenhouse gases, the media
representing corporation interests
have for years denied that we need
change our ways to accommodate
reality.
The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) in its 2013
report cited in The Guardian Weekly
in April 2013 included the following
major points:
• Atmospheric concentrations
of carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide are now at levels
“unprecedented in at least the last
800,000 years.”
• Global temperatures are likely
to rise by 0.3°C to 4.8°C by the end
of the century depending on how
much governments control carbon
emissions.
• Sea levels are expected to rise a
further 26-82 cm by 2100.
• The oceans have acidified,
having absorbed about a third of the
carbon dioxide emitted.
The solution is the absolute
necessity of the human race
awakening to the fact that the land,
water, and atmosphere are all parts

of our environment that demand our
attention and care. The Earth is not
a playground; it is our life-support
system!
I am reminded of something my
father told me when I was a boy: “The
Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness
thereof.”
But let’s take a look at a simple
thing we could do to help the situation.
Land is logged for many reasons
ranging from development to highway
construction, but mainly to produce
logs for the timber market. Meanwhile,
the bared land left behind bakes in the
sun from loss of protective vegetation,
water from soil is evaporated and heat
is reflected back into the atmosphere.
If every high school in the country
required a course in forestry which
included the planting of 1,000 trees
per class in needed areas, imagine
what a difference it would make. A
school course with a real purpose!
Bob Harrington
Nakusp

It’s enough to
gag a maggot!

Garbage disposal costs in New
Denver went up 300 percent between
2002 and 2014. The costs of recycling,
toxics, and electronic waste are buried
in provincial and regional district
budgets, and hard to track. Isn’t this
a reckless way to spend our money?
These two parallel waste streams all
use fossil fuels, heavy equipment, land
and labour.
Forty percent of mixed garbage
is compostable: food, garden waste
and paper. In 1988, I persuaded
the Regional District of Central
Kootenay to give our village a $7,000
brush shredder to run a pilot scheme
diverting organics from landfill
to composting. It didn’t get used.
Although I have been thanked for my
leadership, council still claims I am
the only person who cares. Really?
Landfilling compost generates
methane which is a valuable fuel.
Unused, it is 20 percent more
damaging to atmosphere than CO2.
The RDCK has had a goal of zero
waste since 2005. Our best next step is
to set up village-scale composting. All
the hoohah about recycling distracts
us from the first priority, to reduce
waste. So far most of the load has
fallen on consumers. Merchants must
consider products and packaging in
terms of disposal cost. The cost of
plastic and other synthetics comes
after we use it. Incentives to waste
reduction must include ‘pay as you
throw’ and measurable targets.
Good news is as close as Grand
Forks, where they’re completing a
second year of curbside collection
of recyclables by Multi-Material BC
and municipal collection of compost.
Food and yard waste, paper and
cardboard are shredded and turned
in windrows by front-end loader. The
resulting compost is used as final
cover for retired landfills.
Christina Lake, population 800 in
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winter, 3,000 in summer (comparable
to our villages) produces four tons
of green waste a month in winter
and 12 tons in July and August.
Luckily composting goes fastest in hot
weather. These volumes exceed mixed
waste by up to three times.
Grand Forks just closed downtown
recycling bins now that curbside
collection is in place. No one objected.
To quote Tim Dueck at the Regional
District of Kootenay Boundary,
“Some people were nervous when we
started compost collection – the ‘yuck’
factor’ – but I’ve been amazed how
well it’s been received.”
RDCK also halved the cost of
recycling in Fruitvale, where MMBC
was already doing curbside residential
pickup. Collecting from businesses
costs $50,000, allowing them to close
a $100,000 depot.
Overall, the costs of solid waste
are lower in communities with higher
tipping fees, and do not increase
illegal dumping. The cost of a bag of
unsorted waste is $3 in Grand Forks,
and likely to go to $5.
Let’s remember, in Victoria a legal
precedent has been established to opt
out of paying for garbage collection
if you’re recycling so much you can
deliver your own trash to the landfill.
If you use canning jars, salvage
lumber, pick up litter, straighten nails,
re-use auto parts, sew on buttons,
shred paper, turn compost, feed pigs
and chickens, collect newspaper for
fire starter or cardboard for mulch,
shop in bulk, hunt antiques, shop
second-hand, pick fruit or go to
market, you are already acting locally
to alleviate climate change.
If enough of us talk to council,
maybe we can make 2016 the year of
compost. Common sense! Just write
the words ‘compost, please’ on your
utility bill, and let’s see what happens.
Eleanor Quirk
New Denver

Extensive
logging
proposals for the
Glacier Creek
Valley

I received notification of the
extensive logging proposals for the
Glacier Creek Valley because I have
the only water license on the creek
as well as the only private property.
Needless to say, I am horrified by
what BC Timber Sales hopes to do
because the proposed cuts go from the
Duncan Mainline to almost Macbeth
Ice Fields.
Having run my herd of horses
up the Duncan Reservoir for many
years, I have seen such waste and
poor logging practices that I cannot
condone business as usual. Clearcuts
and burning of green waste wood and
piles left behind has sickened me.
Trail riding customers from Europe
were aghast at the waste.
At at meeting on January 25 at the

Nelson district office, four friends and
I were assured that there is oversight
and enforcement, but this has not been
our experience. The industry these
days polices itself and to my mind
is like the fox guarding the chickens.
For example, people got together
for the proposed logging of Laird
Creek, did studies, hired experts,
and still the logging went ahead as
planned. Six years later, the creek slid
as predicted and there are apparently
no consequences except for the water
users who can no longer drink the
water or find a local place to test its
quality. The timber is gone and BC
Timber Sales has moved on.
Glacier Creek is some of the best
living water in the area and I want
to see it stay that way. I also don’t
want to breathe the smoke from slash
burning right next door. The logging
may not happen all in one year, but
the cumulative effect of removing vast
amounts of intact forest ecosystems in
these days of global climate change
will undoubtedly heat up the valley
and have detrimental affects on
Macbeth Ice Fields. Clearcuts get
hot.... Forests stay cool.
This is a world-class valley with
tourists from all over, coming to see
the Ice fields at Macbeth, Monica
Meadows and Jumbo Pass. Much of
the higher elevation timber is already
logged. When it rains in spring the
usual crystal clear water can become
so full of sediment that I cannot
see my fist in a gallon jar of such
water. I was shocked by this when
I first moved there in 1993. Nature
doesn’t sediment her rivers if left
to her own devices. It is the logging
that invariably does that and we have
simply become accustomed to it
these days.
When is enough, enough? If we
the people cannot put a stop to these
extensive proposals for this valley, can
we mandate a different approach? It is
high time that more care is taken with
our watersheds and that the burning
of slash is stopped. Not only does the
burning foul the air, it kills the soil and
survivors of the initial cutting.
I don’t want to imagine what this
lovely valley will look like totally
scalped, do you? They did have plans
at one time to close the Glacier Creek
road to mitigate the impact on the
wildlife. With the potential Jumbo
resort coupled with all the cutblocks,
there will be no place for the wildlife
left intact. It makes my heart sick
to think of all the destruction on so
many levels. Our grandchildren need
to inherit something better than this
potential devastation.
Please contact Sean.Slimmon
and Della.Peterson@gov.bc.ca or
call them at 250-825-1100 to let your
thoughts on the matter be known....
better yet, ask for a meeting with
them. They need to hear from all
of us. Please do your bit before this
beautiful valley is given away to the
highest bidder.
Gabriela Grabowsky
Kaslo
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submitted
Columbia Basin Trust has
announced the formation of a Basin
Youth Network. This network will
help communities increase activities
and opportunities for youth, enabling
them to learn new skills, such as
leadership, and engage more with
each other and their communities.
“We’ve been offering youthrelated programs for over 15 years.
Building upon these successes,
we’re excited to be strengthening
community efforts to increase
support to youth,” said Lisa
Kilpatrick, CBT Senior Manager,
Delivery of Benefits. “We know
youth need a range of opportunities
and resources to be happy and
engaged in their communities, and
we’re committed to working with
communities to achieve this.”
The Trust has allocated $4.65
million over three years – $1.55
million annually – to the network.
It will build on and incorporate
the Trust’s successful Community
Directed Youth Funds program.
Since 2011, this program has
supported communities’ needs to
keeping youth active and engaged.
The Stoke Youth Network in
Revelstoke is one of many successful
examples. “We are really excited

about the new structure,” said
Megan Shandro, Revelstoke’s Youth
Liaison. “It aligns with what we are
already doing; it allows us to identify
local priorities and act on them. We
were one of the first communities
to access the Trust’s community
directed youth funds, and we’ve seen
tremendous benefits with bringing
together community stakeholders
and increased collaboration. I know
that others joining the network will
see success because of this approach
too.”
Many communities have already
received Trust support to create
community youth networks or
groups, while others may now
receive support to establish them.
These groups will then be able to
receive help from the umbrella Basin
Youth Network to deliver programs
based on community priorities, plus
have a mechanism to collaborate
with each other. The Trust will
lead the network by developing
programs, hosting youth-focused
events and hiring a regional coordinator.
Shannon Isaac, Youth Coordinator at North Kootenay Lake
Community Services Society, thinks
the network is a great idea. “Having a
key point of contact in the community

submitted
MP Richard Cannings says that
his two constituency offices are now
up and running at full capacity.
“It is with pleasure that I and
my staff offer our services to
the citizens of South OkanaganWest Kootenay,” he said. “After
months of anticipation, moving and
staffing, I can honestly say that I

have indeed compiled a great team
of knowledgeable and competent
assistants, and I am proud that I have
two offices to assist the constituents
of my riding.”
The West Kootenay office is at
1695A Columbia Ave., Castlegar,
V1N 1J1; 250-365-2792, fax 250365-2793; Richard.cannings.C2@
parl.gc.ca.

Cannings will host an open house
in his Penticton office on February 13
from 2 to 4 pm. It’s at #202-301 Main
Street, Penticton V2A 5B7; 250770-4480, fax 250-770-4484; email
is Richard.cannings.c1@parl.gc.ca.
“Please do not hesitate to contact
me via email, phone, or postage-free
via Canada Post. I look forward to
hearing from you.”

by Jan McMurray
• A discussion of the new K-9
curriculum will take place on
Tuesday, February 23 at 7 pm
at the Bonnington in Nakusp.
Parents, staff, and the public are
welcome to the meeting. Jan Unwin,
Superintendent of Graduation
and Transitions, and Maureen

Dockendorf, Superintendent of
Early Years, will lead the discussion.
Earlier that day, the superintendents
will work with teachers on the new
K-9 curriculum, which will be
implemented in September.
• New trustee for the Central
Zone (Nakusp), Melissa Teindl was
welcomed to the board. Rhonda

Farrell, new trustee for the Eastern
Zone (New Denver) was also
welcomed, but will not be able to
officially sit on the board and vote
until after March 1, when she is
sworn in. Elections regulations are
the reason for the delay.
• Chair Brekke reported on
Nakusp Secondary School PAC

news. A Global TV interview of
Dorian Boswell and students at the
Vancouver Boat Show has been
posted to the SD10 website. Theresa
Weatherhead and the RCMP have
spoken to the students about the
recent incident of inappropriate use
of cell phones. The hall pass system
to address the vandalism at the
school seems to be working well.
Students have to get a hall pass from
the office if they are not in class.
• Edgewood School has been
awarded two grants to support
the K-3 Wildlife Observation
Project. Wildlife cameras have been
installed in the forest beside the
school yard. Students will observe
and record wildlife use and patterns,
and then decide on a project that
will help the wildlife. Teacher Erika
Momeyer successfully applied for
grants from the Canadian Wildlife
Federation and BC Hydro’s
Community Champions program
for the project.
• The grade 7/8/9 class
at Lucerne, with teacher Scott
Kipkie, has joined the district-wide
challenge to monitor the graphs and
energy savings as a result of the
solar panels at NES and Lucerne.
• SD10 has purchased a licence
for ‘FreshGrade’, software used
to upload examples of student
work that can then be shared with
parents and students. This is a way
to document a student’s learning
over time, and map their goals
and achievements. NES principal
Susan Paterson was inspired to
try the software at the school after
attending a workshop, and feedback
is positive. This may be the future
of report cards.
• SD10 will contribute $20,000
to share in the cost of hiring a

consultant to review the district’s
practices in staff attendance and
wellness support, and to assist
in enhancing these practices.
The consultant will be hired in
collaboration with seven other
districts. Each district in the province
was given a $25,000 grant for this.
• The Lucerne School internet
upgrade has begun. The wiring of
the fibreoptic cable is taking longer
than expected. The next step will
be to install new wired drops in
each classroom. All classrooms
– elementary and secondary –
will have wired internet access.
Secondary classrooms will also
have wireless access.
A draft protocol for wireless use
at the school was reviewed by the
board. It was to be shared with the
PAC and staff, with a deadline for
feedback on February 16. The board
anticipates finalizing the protocol at
its February 23 meeting.
The protocol states that wireless
routers will be installed in secondary
classrooms and the school office
only. They will not be installed in
the student lounge and library, as
both elementary and secondary
students use these spaces. Wireless
signals will be off before and after
school, and at lunch and recess.
Teachers will turn on the wireless
access in their individual classrooms
when required for student learning;
otherwise, the wireless will be
turned off. The principal and IT
manager have master control over
all wireless systems at the school,
whereas the teachers have control
in their classrooms. Wireless signal
strength will be measured prior to
installation of the system to establish
a baseline, and will be regularly
monitored after installation.

who can communicate with and bring
organizations together, incorporate
input from the various groups and
oversee youth programming has
been key for Kaslo and Area D. It’s

been incredibly collaborative, and
the youth programming has been
enhanced because of this. We look
forward to building on this as part
of the network.”

The network will also support
emerging needs, such job readiness,
work experience programming,
youth leadership, and others as
identified.

Adults and youth participating in the Community Directed Youth Funds program attended a conference-style event where they were inspired and
educated to take action in their communities. The Trust’s support of youth will increase through the Basin Youth Network.

MP Richard Cannings ready for business

School District 10, January 26: New curriculum to be discussed at public meeting
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Arrow Lakes Hospital emergency room plan in IH draft budget
by Jan McMurray
The planning for renovations at
the Arrow Lakes Hospital’s emergency
room is finally in the draft IH budget
for 2016.
The board identified the renovation
project as a priority when touring the
Arrow Lakes Hospital in 2012, and has
been pushing for the planning stage to
be included in the budget ever since. It
has not shown up, so finally the board
decided to offer to pay for it themselves.
“We were very disappointed when

it wasn’t in the 2015 budget, so we
offered $100,000 out of our reserve
funds to go towards the planning,”
said Nakusp Mayor Karen Hamling,
who sits on the hospital district board.
“Interior Health finally accepted our
offer in January this year, so now they
have to let the Ministry of Health know
and get approval.”
“I’m overwhelmed with the support
from the West Kootenay Boundary
Regional Hospital District board for
this project, and I really appreciate that

the board has stood behind us on this,”
she said.
Hamling explained that the board
would like to get the planning done
now, even though the funding for
the construction phase has not been
allocated. “We’d like the plan in place
so when the funding becomes available,
we can move ahead right away,” she
said.
Hamling said she and Nakusp
Councillor Ulli Mueller met with
Ministry of Health representatives at

submitted
Non-profit leaders, local
government representatives, funders,
and others interested in the social
sector are invited to participate in a
free webinar on Thursday, February
11 from 10 to 11 am, where RDI will
share details and facilitate discussion
on the results of a recent social sector
survey. To register, please contact
Sharon Stoddart at sstodart@selkirk.
ca or 250-365-1392.
With more than 150 social nonprofits serving our region, it’s no
surprise there is diversity in the
characteristics, capacity, and approach
to providing social services. If there is
one thing they have in common, along
with a passion for helping people, the
majority of social non-profits are faced
with considerable challenges.
“The non-profit sector plays a
critical role in the health and wellbeing of our residents and region,”
said Nadine Raynolds, researcher at the
Columbia Basin Rural Development
Institute (RDI). “Survey results
highlight just how committed these
groups are, but also how they need
support to keep up with an increasingly
complex demand for social services in
our communities.”
A recent survey of social nonprofits conducted by the RDI describes
the characteristics of organizations
across our region, indicating that most
groups have been in operation for
10 years or more and are registered
charities. A wide range of services are
provided, from counselling to food
security, from parenting programs to
palliative care.
“While many groups operate with
small budgets and few staff, what they
are able to accomplish is extraordinary,”
said Rona Park, executive director of
the Nelson Community Services Centre
and Advisory Committee member for
the RDI’s social research project.
Research results show that most
organizations have at least one parttime staff person, and many rely
on volunteers. The average number
of program volunteers is 30, with
several groups having 50, 100, or more
people volunteering their time. Along
with a real need for core funding,
recruiting new and younger volunteers
was among the top organizational
challenges for the 88 organizations who
responded to the survey.
While various challenges were
highlighted, survey results show that
90 percent of social non-profits are
collaborating.
“Groups are working together to
ensure the best possible services,” said
Gwen Noble, executive director of

Community Connections Society of
BC, a collaborative organization based
in Cranbrook. One survey respondent
elaborated “when we work with others
there are no limits.”
RDI will be further exploring
innovation in the social sector this
winter and spring through follow-up
interviews and focus groups. The
research is a critical step towards
enabling evidence-based decisionmaking by our regions’ colleges,

funders, and non-profits in efforts
related to strengthening the social
sector.
The full report on survey results
is available at www.cbrdi.ca/researchareas/applied-research/non-profitsocial-sector/.
As part of the research process,
RDI developed an inventory of social
non-profits across the Columbia BasinBoundary region, available through the
RDI’s Digital Basin at cbrdi.ca.

Social sector surprises? Regional survey highlights challenges

Darrell Garceau has been hired as Silverton’s Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) as of March 15.
Currently City Manager in Williams Lake, Darrell has many years of experience in local government
administration. He was once CAO for three small villages in Alberta at the same time, and is looking
forward to getting back to a smaller community. Mayor Jason Clarke said council is very pleased with
Darrell’s experience, education and skillset. Silverton’s current CAO, Melisa Miles, has accepted the
position of Corporate Officer for the City of Merritt. Her last day at the Village of Silverton is February
15. Hillary Elliott, administrative assistant, will be acting CAO until Darrell arrives March 15.

the UBCM conference in September.
From that meeting, she understood that
projects under $2 million don’t need
approval from the ministry. However,
she speculates that IH might want
ministerial approval for the planning
phase because the construction phase
of the project will no doubt be costly.
Every year in January, Interior
Health presents the West Kootenay
Boundary Regional Hospital District
board with a proposed budget, listing
all the capital projects planned for the
region’s health facilities for that year.
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The cost of the projects is split between
the regional hospital district (40 percent)
and Interior Health (60 percent). For the
Arrow Lakes Hospital planning project,
however, the proposed 2016 budget
shows the regional hospital district
contributing $100,000 and IH zero.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN
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Kaslo council, January 26: Collaborative discussion begins on Village properties
by Jan McMurray
• Council received notes from a
January 13 meeting about facilities and
infrastructure in the village. CAO Neil
Smith gave a PowerPoint, presentation
showing that the Village owns several
buildings and some pieces of land, which
are used by local non-profit groups
that don’t pay a great deal towards
upkeep of the properties. Many groups
were represented at the meeting, i.e.
Village council and staff, the Chamber
of Commerce, NKLCSS, Hospice,
the Historical Society, the Library, the
Langham, Periwinkle, and the Kaslo
Institute. The meeting was facilitated
by Kelvin Saldern of CBT. Staff will
continue the discussion with CBT and
arrange meetings as needed.
• The Committee of the Whole
Finance & Budget Committee meeting
minutes of January 19 were received.
$18,020 will be budgeted for a
buildings asset management project –
a strategy for all municipally owned
buildings, particularly those in the
downtown core: replacement, repair,
management, divestiture and funding.
Staff will apply for funding under
the new CBT Recreation Program based
on the City Hall pocket park concept
done by Laurie Moss.
The City Hall septic renewal will be

budgeted for in 2016 at a cost of $10,000
from the Community Works (Gas Tax)
reserve fund.
Some changes are coming to Fourth
Street between Water Street and Front
Street. More than half the parking
spaces in that block will be lost, and the
sidewalk will be widened to allow for
benches and landscaping features. There
will also be new streetlights here.
The leftover funds in the municipal
fire department account will be used
as requested by Fire Chief Doug Yee
to build a storage shed and purchase
furnishings i.e. tables, chairs and window
blinds for the new fire hall. The tables
currently in the training room, obtained
from the RDCK, will be moving to the
Village hall.
The RDCK Parks contribution
grant of $10,000 will be used for
improvements such as signage and
handrails on waterfront trails and Moyie
Beach, as per the recommendations of
the Municipal Insurance Association.
The Kaslo Tennis Club will be
directed to apply for a grant-in-aid from
the Village for a power washer, and for
a Community Development grant to
cover the costs of public works labour,
material and equipment to install a water
connection.
Staff will invite Kaslo property
owners who are clients of Airbnb to
purchase a business licence if they don’t
already have one, indicating there could
be ramifications related to utilities and
assessment if the use is not known by
the relevant authorities.
The Broadband Infrastructure
Mapping Project (funding for KiN to
map their infrastructure in the ground
under Village roads) will be pursued
as an RDCK Director priority in 2016.
RDCK staff presented an overview
of the cemetery mapping online

Valentines Day
Sweetheart Menu

Salad (Choose one)
Caesar: Crispy Romain Lettuce with Crumbled Bacon. House Made
Croutons and Caesar Dressing.
or

Balsamic: Tuscan Lettuce, Cherry Tomatoes, Cucumber & Red Onion,
topped with our House Made Balsamic Dressing
Entrees (Choose one)
8 oz New York Steak with Béarnaise Sauce

Pair with Santa Carolina Reserve Cabernet or Carmen Gran Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon

or

application. Mayor Hewat recognized
the contributions of Gail Badry to the
project.
• The seniors association would like
internet service at the seniors hall. Staff
will work with its IT provider to explore
extension of municipal internet services
to the hall.
• CAO Neil Smith reported that the
Village had unfortunately been denied
funding from the UBCM Gas Tax

Strategic Fund for the City Hall and
street lighting projects.
• Council thanked Foreman Walker
for the new concrete floor in the basement
archives room to address the radon issue.
• Bylaw 1184, a bylaw to amend
Consolidated Reserve Funds Bylaw
1159, was given three readings. Under
this bylaw, an Arena Property Reserve
Fund and a Public Arts Reserve Fund
were established.

• Staff was authorized to pursue an
agreement with musicians Jeremy and
Sheree Eisenhauer for temporary use of
the City Hall courtroom to record their
new album.
• Kemball building lease decisions
were brought forward from in camera:
Cooper Creek Cedar’s proposal to lease
Suite 102 was accepted, while Kaslo
Forest Consultants proposal to lease the
same suite was rejected.

by Art Joyce
The local backcountry skiing
community has some growing
concerns about commercial recreation
tenures, and Stellar Heli-Skiing’s
recent application for a 30-year tenure
renewal has brought those concerns to
the forefront.
According to online data from the
Rural Development Institute at Selkirk
College, there are approximately 35
commercial recreation tenures in the
Columbia Basin. “It’s unbelievable
how many tenures there are in
this area,” says Gary Parkstrom,
backcountry skier from New Denver.
“It’s almost to the point where you
can’t go anywhere without being on
someone’s tenure.”
The only backcountry ski areas in
the Kootenays that people can access
without snowmobiles are the Kootenay
Pass, Whitewater Ski Resort, and the
areas near Retallack, including Mt.
Brennan, which is in Stellar’s tenure
area.
Parkstrom says one of the
attractions of Mt. Brennan is its
accessibility from Highway 31A, so
there’s no need to snowmobile or fly
in. “It would be nice to have a chance
to talk with Stellar Heli-Skiing and
ask them why they need to ski on Mt.
Brennan all the time because they can
access all kinds of areas we can’t from
the highway.”
According to a Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations (FLNRO) spokesperson,
replacement tenures “do not go through
a public consultation process if there’s
no substantial change to the tenure.
Stellar Heli-Skiing has not applied to
increase their tenure area or change
its purpose.”
The ministry spokesperson says
extensive public consultation was
undertaken when Stellar applied
for its original tenure. “The public

consultation and referral process
with government agencies and First
Nations resulted in a substantial
reduction of the tenure area under
application to mitigate conflicts with
public ski touring, snowmobiling,
and commercial heli-skiing,” he said.
Landing sites were also relocated
from Lardeau and Schroeder Creeks
to address public concerns around
helicopter noise in close proximity to
residences. In addition, agreements
were obtained, or areas were removed,
to address overlapping tenure issues.
“We never want to stray outside our
tenure, that’s number one,” says Stellar
Heli-Skiing communications officer
Marcus Garsky. “Where the park abuts
our tenure we’re very conscious of
that. People can have that backcountry
experience on the park side. When it
comes to our tenure, it is our tenure,
and we work within the area allotted
to us. It doesn’t work very well for
us when people come into our tenure
area and cut up our terrain, whether it’s
snowmobilers, skiers, or whatever.”
H o w e v e r, f r o m F L N R O ’s
perspective, “a Licence of Occupation
for Adventure Tourism guiding conveys
minimal rights; it is intentionally
designed to be non-exclusive to allow
for overlapping uses and does not

impede public access over the land.”
Garsky says the company has a
strong corporate social responsibility
charter, based in part on owner Jason
Remple’s Kootenay roots. Remple
grew up in Meadow Creek and wanted
to create work that could support
his family without having to leave
the region. Garsky adds that the
business provides significant spinoff
benefits, creating 15 jobs for locals and
increasing traffic to area businesses.
The company takes its responsibilities
to its clients just as seriously, aiming for
a heli-skiing experience that adheres to
all current safety protocols.
Parkstrom skis Mt. Brennan at
least four times per year and has
done so for 10 years. He says he’s
seen a noticeable increase in heliskiing traffic there over the past two
years especially, “and that’s definitely
detracted from the experience. In fact,
over Christmas was a prime time to
go up Mt. Brennan because of good
conditions, but we didn’t go. Friends
did go and said they’d never seen so
many tracks there.”
Garsky says Stellar is open to
discussion. “If someone has a problem,
we operate out of the Kaslo Hotel,
come and see us. That’s what being a
good neighbour is all about.”

submitted
Ground search and rescue
volunteers are known for providing an
outstretched hand-of-help to the lost
or injured in British Columbia. The
provincial government is reaching out
to them and will provide $10 million
in one-time funding to help bolster
training, administrative support and
equipment renewals.
The British Columbia Search and
Rescue Association (BCSARA) calls
this good news. “The ground search
and rescue community is very grateful
for this meaningful funding. This is a
very positive step in the direction that
the proposed Alternative Support Model
recommends.
“First steps will be to receive the
funds, develop a solid plan, look at a needs
assessment with our partner agencies
and look at how these funds can have
the greatest impact for ground search
and rescue services around the province,
including prevention. BCSARA has
laid the foundation for this with the
proposed Alternative Support Model
and the consultation that happened
with the ground search and rescue
community last fall.
“The allocation of these funds will
be determined in the near future and will
benefit all 80 ground search and rescue

groups. Immediate steps are to begin
planning in February for the best uses
of these funds.”
This could include replacing
or updating equipment, providing
administrative support and paying for
new or additional training.
“It’s a small army of 2,500
volunteers that comb the province’s
backcountry, rappel into steep ravines
and weather the worst of the elements,
while leaving behind the comforts of
home to go seek and find those who are
lost or injured,” said Naomi Yamamoto,
Minister of State for Emergency
Preparedness. “Their selflessness is
woven into the fabric of their service,
and today’s investment continues on our
commitment to strengthening them and
the tapestry of public safety throughout
the province.”
This investment will build on the
$6.3 million that the BC government
is already providing each year to cover
ground search and rescue operational
costs for deployment, as well as training
and equipment costs, and the insurance
and liability for the members of the 80
groups who donate roughly 100,000
hours of volunteer time to searches.
For more information on the
Alternative Support Model, visit www.
bcsara.com/projects/support-model.

Stellar Heli-Skiing tenure renewal
application raises questions about tenure process

Herb Roasted Chicken Supreme

Pair with Monkey Bay Pinot Grigio or Setubal Avril Sauvignon

or

Halibut Steak topped with Mango Chutney
Pair with Monkey Bay Sauvignon Blanc or Hess Chardonnay

or

Grilled Vegetable Kabob

Pair with Kootenay Crush or Setubal Avril Sauvignon

All Entrees are served with Tarragon Roasted Potatoes or Rice Pilaf &
Grilled Asparagus
Dessert (Choose one)
Peach Napoleon Trifle
or

Chocolate Torte topped with Strawberries & Cream
$30.00 per person

Make it a night! Call us about our Room Specials 250-353-7714

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

Province commits $10 million for search and rescue

NAKUSP & THE ARROW LAKES
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Nakusp council, January 25: Water and sewer rates raised

by Katrine Campbell
• Council gave three readings
to bylaws amending the water and
sewer rates. CAO Laurie Taylor
reported that budget projections
for operating and capital costs over
the 2016-2020 five-year financial
period showed a projected deficit of
$351,633 for sewer and $562,928
for water. The costs for chemicals
and electricity are rising, she said,
and the water facility filters must be
replaced every three years at a cost
of $100,000. Municipalities are not
allowed to budget for a deficit, so
have to either borrow the money or
raise the rates.
Sewer Rates Amendment bylaw

644-4, 2016 raises the rates by 10
percent per year, or $33.90 yearly
per single family dwelling. Water
Rates Amendment bylaw 656-1,
2016 raises water rates by 10 percent
per year, or $35.20 per single family
dwelling.
There will be a five percent
discount for bills paid within 30
days, and a 10 percent penalty on all
utilities not paid by August 31.
This increase would result in
a surplus of $207,700 in the sewer
fund, and $87,999 in the water fund,
by 2020.
• Director of Recreation and
Parks Terry Welsh delivered his report
to council, covering the period from

November 19 to January 19.
- Hot Springs revenue for the year
was $729,090, $8,000 more than the
budget forecast. The forecast had
estimated the Village would have to
subsidize the Hot Springs by $50,000;
instead, there was a profit of $16,000.
- Staff have been maintaining the
trails from the municipal campground
and around the sports field, to provide
walks for residents.
- Work continues on the 2016
capital budget; prep work was
completed on the operational budget.
- After CBT announced its
funding program for recreation
infrastructure, the Village informed
the Trust it will apply for funding for

the arena roof.
- Preliminary work on a Request
for Proposals to develop the Trails
Master Plan is underway, thanks to
a CBT grant.
- A steering committee was
formed for the caboose project, to
fundraise, determine potential sites
and to establish a long-term working
committee. Welsh is working on
logistical requirements.
- The department will prepare
and submit an application to Canada
Summer Jobs for a subsidy to hire
a student to work on developing
programming activities at the Sport
Complex.
• The Kootenay Sufferfest

by Art Joyce
For five secondary students from
New Denver and Nakusp, it was a
rare opportunity for some world-class
training in computer coding.
An initiative known as Code
Create, hosted by the University of
British Columbia (UBC) Okanagan
campus, Kelowna, and Lighthouse
Labs of Vancouver, drew about
100 students for a one-day session
learning code. School District #10
students were accompanied by
Michael Mayhal, hands-on learning
teacher in the district.
The local group consisted of
Arturs Vilks and Koan Grierson from

Lucerne, with Wolfgang Kotsch,
Cameron Macintosh, and Devyn
Carbery from Nakusp Secondary.
According to Mayhal, Code Create
is part of a global initiative known as
Hour of Code, designed to introduce
students to computer programming.
The day-long session began with
an orientation session by an instructor
followed by a series of code problems
that had to be solved. Students had
their laptops pre-loaded with code,
and they downloaded code created
by Lighthouse Labs. They were
encouraged to edit and make changes
to the code, ‘break’ the code, make
mistakes and then find a way to fix

them. There was a five-to-one ratio
of students to mentors, so there was
no lack of help for solving problems.
The lesson was geared to beginner
level although Mayhal says someone
with experience would also have
enjoyed the challenge.
“The group I went with from
our district really enjoyed it,” said
Mayhal.
As it is right now, computer
programming can be useful for pretty
much any line of work, Mayhal says.
It’s getting so that everything has a
computer – even your toaster will
eventually have one and cars are
already run by computers. “If you

submitted
Nakusp area author Lucia Mann
has rewritten her book, Rented Silence.
The revised edition is available at
Home Hardware in Nakusp and at
Amazon.
In the revised Rented Silence,
Mann takes readers on a journey
spanning seven decades, into the
gut-wrenching story of a mother’s
unconditional love, the unlikely
survival of one of her daughters, and
a shocking exposé of South Africa’s
very real human trafficking epidemic.
Mann has been nominated for four
awards for this title.

“The point of this story is to raise
alarms about modern-day slavery,
a problem many people think has
somehow been abolished, and to do
it through a story that captivates its
readers by fusing real-world grit with
an engrossing fictional narrative,”
explains Mann, founder of the Modern
Day Slavery Reporting Centre. “It’s
vital to understand that unconscionable
crimes against humanity still take
place daily, and that it’s not a new
problem. That’s why I have written a
story that spans from British Colonial
South Africa right up to the present
day.”

Lucia Mann is a former British
journalist and author of the two
sequels in the African-set Freedom
novels devoted to slavery and racial
prejudice: Africa’s Unfinished
Symphony (Indie Excellence winner),
and A Veil of Blood Hangs over Africa.
Born in British Colonial South Africa
in the wake of WWII, Mann saw and
felt firsthand the pain and suffering
of those who were heinously treated
because of the colour of their skin. She
currently resides in Fauquier, where
she is fine-tuning her next novel: The
Sicilian Veil. Visit Lucia Mann online
at www.luciamann.com.

have an office with a website, you
can do computer programming for
it. Even accountants working with
spreadsheets can put computer code
into the cells to get more advanced
functions.”
Mayhal says it’s not for everybody,
but for those with the aptitude this is
an excellent opportunity for exposure
to computer coding. Generally,
having a background in computer
coding will be an asset to students
wanting to train at post-secondary
institutions in computer sciences. A
good background in mathematics is
also helpful. Surprisingly, an aptitude
for languages can also be useful,
since computer coding is just another
language. Students growing up with
more than one language at home may
thus find they have an edge.
Hour of Code is a one-day event
so there won’t be a follow-up until
next year, though there is a movement
in the school district to get more
student courses in programming.
“They’d like to try and get students
doing this more. It’s not necessarily
just a job skill but having a little bit of
computer programming knowledge
is helpful.”

by Jan McMurray
Nakusp resident Johann Blattnig
was found guilty of possession of
explosives for an unlawful purpose
in Nelson court on February 2. He
was given a one-year conditional
sentence and a five-year prohibition
from possessing firearms.
Blattnig, in his 30s, was arrested
on the morning of Monday, January 25
when officers located what appeared
to be dynamite and a blasting cap in
his residence at the Canyon mobile
home park. The Nakusp RCMP had
obtained a search warrant for his
residence as a result of an ongoing
investigation.
The BC RCMP Explosives
Disposal Unit (EDU) arrived in
Nakusp that same evening and
confirmed that the items found in the
home were explosives.
The residents of two nearby
homes, which had been evacuated
early Monday morning, were

permitted to return home that evening.
“The Nakusp RCMP would like
to thank the area residents for their

patience and cooperation throughout
this incident,” stated Cpl Jason
Burndred of the Nakusp RCMP.

SD10 students travel to Okanagan to learn computer coding

Revised edition of Rented Silence now available

Nakusp resident found guilty of possession of explosives

Protect your cat from deadly feline leukemia
submitted
A recent case of feline leukemia
virus (FeLV) in a stray cat has raised
questions and concerns. There is a
vaccine to prevent FeLV, but it is
not effective after a cat has become
infected.
The stray cat, known as Chester,
was hanging around a house in Nakusp
and was eventually trapped and given
to PALS (Protecting Animal Life
Society) to care for. Although very
scared, he was clearly not wild and at
one time had a home.During routine
screening, Chester tested positive for
FeLV, meaning that the virus was found
in his blood. A second test confirmed
that the virus is inside his cells and he
is considered permanently infected.
Cats with FeLV may appear

healthy, and it can take months or
years before they show symptoms such
as anemia or cancer. During this time,
they can be infectious to other cats,
mainly through saliva. Outside cats like
Chester are at a high risk for getting
this virus when they fight with other
cats, and it can also be transmitted by
cats licking and grooming each other.
The virus does not survive outside of
the cat, nor does it infect other species.
What’s in store for Chester? At
the moment, he appears healthy. He
has been neutered, has adapted to an
indoor life, and enjoys being petted and
getting human attention. The volunteers
at PALS hope that he will be adopted to
a loving home where he can enjoy life
for however much time he has, whether
it is months or years.
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Society’s request for a letter of
support was approved. The society
is seeking to hire two people under
WorkBC’s Job Creation Partnership
(JCP) program. They would be
trained to work at the event, and for
the marketing campaign from spring
to fall.
• The Village will partner with
the RDCK for Local Government
Awareness Week in May. Although
there are no Regional District
facilities in Nakusp, council will
offer tours of the water and sewage
treatment plants.
• Council received an update
from BC Hydro re: the boat ramp.
As of January 21, work started on
installation of the final section. Divers
were to connect the 22-metre steel
rails, which formed the framework for
the final piece, to the existing end of
the ramp. The framework was to be
filled with gravel, and concrete pads
were to be set in place. The work
was expected to be finished in early
February.

My name is Chester. I have been
diagnosed with Feline Leukemia. I am
now in need of a very special person/
family to share my life with. I am looking forward to living in comfort and
harmony with someone who will nurture and love me. Please call PALS
at 250-265-3792 if you would like to
learn more about me.

WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

NAKUSP HOT
SPRINGS VALENTINE
DAY SPECIAL

FEBRUARY 14, 2016

Couples 2 for 1 Hot Springs Admission

Enter your sweetheart’s name
for our Door Prize:
One night stay at a front chalet
plus 2 adult day passes

Hours: 9:30 am to 9:30 pm
250-265-4528 or 1-866-999-4528
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New Nakusp boat ramp complete
our community. Thank you to BC
Hydro for our ramp and Landmark
Solutions for their hard work and
dedication in building it. I am sure
that it will see many happy users.
I also want to thank the public for
their patience and in particular those
community members and businesses
who worked hard to ensure that
the Blue Knuckle Derby continued
and was a success over the last few
winters. You make us proud.”

The new boat ramp was a
challenge to build due to the length
of the ramp and water levels. Project
construction began in 2012 when
Columba Basin conditions were wet
and Arrow Lakes Reservoir water
levels were higher than average.
Unfortunately, the wet weather
persisted. Despite considerable effort
to use alternative techniques such as
underwater construction and a coffer
dam, the construction crew was
limited by winter water levels over
the next two years and could only
extend the ramp one section at a time.
This winter, the project caught
a break on the weather – 2015 was
the third driest year on record for
the Columbia Basin – and water
levels are unusually low. The crew
was ready to take advantage of the
low water levels and worked hard to
successfully complete the project.
The ramp will continue to be
owned and operated by the Village
and BC Hydro will fund summer
maintenance costs. Under BC
Hydro’s water licence, the company
is responsible for providing boater
access to Arrow Lakes Reservoir
at Nakusp throughout the summer
recreational period.
“BC Hydro would like to thank
Mayor Hamling and the Village of
Nakusp for their support throughout
all phases of this challenging project
and look forward to continuing to
work with the Village to ensure the

new ramp provides area boaters with
safe and improved access to Arrow
Lakes Reservoir for many years to
come. We would also like to thank
the Nakusp Rod and Gun Club,

area boaters, and residents for their
understanding and patience during
the periodic boat ramp closures
required for construction,” said Jen
Walker-Larsen of BC Hydro.

Harry Anderson was the first person to catch a fish using the newly completed boat launch at
Nakusp. He caught the fish Saturday, February 6.

PHOTO CREDIT: BILL TOBEY

submitted
The new Nakusp boat ramp is
now complete and was opened for
public use on Friday, February 5.
The launch features a concrete ramp
that extends to a reservoir elevation
of 420.5 metres or 1379.7 feet and a
floating walkway.
“We are very happy to see the
completion of the boat ramp project,”
said Nakusp Mayor Karen Hamling.
“It is a very important piece of
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The Nakusp boat launch project is finally complete, nine years after the Water Comptroller ordered BC Hydro to provide the facility in January 2006.
Construction began in 2012, and was done in fits and starts, as reservoir levels allowed. The contractor, Landmark, finished installing the final section
of the ramp on Thursday, February 4. During the periods the ramp was closed for the construction work, residents Isaque and Carla Vieira offered the
use of their boat launch to the community. Thanks to the Vieiras, the annual Blue Knuckle Fishing Derby held every January didn’t miss a beat.

The completed Nakusp boat ramp brings smiles to many faces! L to R: Councillor Ulli Mueller, Rodney Koneman and Hank Scown (Nakusp Rod
and Gun Club), Jen Walker-Larsen (BC Hydro), Mayor Karen Hamling, Councillor Bill Tobey, and Harry Anderson.
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Threads Guild membership now exceeds 100
submitted
Something is happening at the
Slocan Valley Threads Guild – more
than 100 people have joined or renewed
membership! The renovated former
one-room schoolhouse, located at 7112
Perry’s Back Road (just off Highway 6,
north of Winlaw), is humming with fibre
arts activities this winter.
One returning member expressed
how much she had missed sitting around

the table at the monthly meetings, feeling
that she was part of something “so much
greater and older than ourselves.” The
second half of the meetings is always
stimulating, as each member has an
option to show and share their work.
Volunteer programming coordinator Linda Out has been scheduling
workshops and members’ days to
enable members to share their skills in
felting, rug hooking, basketry, quilting,

submitted
From serving meals to holding
hands, from creating budgets to coaching
kids, from hosting meetings to writing
press releases – volunteers keep our
communities functioning. They do it
without a paycheque, coming in early to
set up chairs and staying late to sweep the
floor. They are the lifeblood of the many
and diverse non-profit organizations that
serve the Slocan Valley.
This spring, some of those hard
working volunteers will be recognized
for their contributions at a special event
hosted by the Slocan Valley Community
Legacy Society. The event will take place
on Saturday, April 16, the final day of
National Volunteer Week 2016.
The event is called ‘Get Your Just
Desserts’ and will include refreshments,

entertainment and door prizes. The good
news is that this is not a fundraiser – it
is an appreciation event and there is no
charge to participants.
Non-profit groups throughout the
valley will be invited to send up to five
of their most dedicated volunteers. Signup information will be available soon on
the website www.slocanvalleylegacy.
com. Funding for the evening is being
provided in part by CBT and RDCK
Area H Director Walter Popoff.
So, if you belong to one of those
groups, from volunteer fire departments
to parent advisory councils, or are one
of those people, from trail maintainers
to grant writers, mark your calendars for
April 16 and start thinking about who
should attend. Don’t worry… you won’t
have to set up a single chair.

submitted
“Living with a closed heart
is an epidemic in today’s world.
We’ve lost our connection to spirit,
our own inner knowing, others,
and the ability to accept life in
every moment. To be in relationship
with ourselves and the world, the
heart needs to be awakened and
opened,” says Shelley Tomelin,
Energy Medicine practitioner, who
brings Full Spectrum healings to
Emery Herbal Healing Suites in
Winlaw, starting February 23.
Shelley explains that this work
connects people back to their core
and life purpose. “The healings also
‘re-set’ the body, so it remembers
how to heal again, love fearlessly,
and feel vibrantly alive with courage
and passion,” she says.
Shelley offers a handful of
amazing healings to support people
in moving forward in their life; soul
healing, fibromalygia, spinal support,
and fertility healing are just a few.
To kick off coming to the Valley,
Shelley is offering a heart healing to
help heal your broken heart, bring
you back into relationship with
yourself, begin to trust again in your
true power, and move forward in
loving again.

“This healing is good for anyone
who experiences relationship
challenges, inner turmoil, exhaustion,
lack of compassion, a hard time
speaking feelings, lung issues and
any heart conditions,” says Shelley.
“Come give it a shot. Your heart will
love you for it.”
You can book an appointment
with Shelley at 250-777-4342.

dyeing (natural, procion, and acid),
knitting (socks, Faire Isle technique) and
spinning, for example.
Winter is also the time to collect
and prepare items that will be sold at the
annual Yard and Yardage event, to which
the public is invited. It will be held this
year on Sunday, April 17 from 10 am to 2

pm at the Guild. If you are de-cluttering,
we are ready now to accept donations
of fabric, yarns and craft supplies. Call
Sharon at 226-7703 or Jasmine at 3527152 to arrange drop-off or pickup.
To learn about the group, programs,
meetings, rentals, the library and
equipment availability you can visit the

Slocan Valley Community Legacy Society
to host volunteer recognition event

Energy Medicine practitioner brings
Full Spectrum healings to the Valley

Shelley Tomelin offers full spectrum healings
at Emery Herbal Suites in Winlaw.
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website www.slocanvalleythreadsguild.
wordpress.com and/or become a
member for $10 per year. Members have
been getting tantalizing weekly emails
containing a full menu of upcoming
classes, members’ days and Gab ’n’ Jab
sessions.

Kaslo & New Denver
Community Pharmacys

For your
Valentine…

Charlie’s Chocolate Factory

A special felting members’ day was held on January 10 at the Threads Guild, using supplies
generously donated by member Helen Pengelly.

Made in BC by artisan
chocolatiers

February is Heart Health Month!
Come see us for heart healthy
supplements and fitness supplies
Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

309 6th Ave, New Denver: 250-358-2500
403 Front Street, Kaslo: 250-353-2224

COMMUNITY
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Call to action: participate in CRTC’s broadband consultation
submitted
The Federation of
Canadian Municipalities is
participating in a landmark
federal consultation on
the future of broadband
internet access in Canada
– an issue that has been a
longstanding priority for both
the Rural and the Northern
and Remote forums. As
part of the consultation, the
Canadian Radio-television
and Telecommunications
Commission (CRTC) is
now inviting Canadians
to share their views on the
telecommunications services
they need to participate in the
digital economy.
The CRTC has released
a short questionnaire for
people to complete and to
share their views on the
telecommunications services
available in their region.
Canadians who cannot access

the questionnaire online at crtc.
gc.ca may call 1-877-249-2782
to fill it out over the phone with
an agent or to request a paper
copy. The responses to the
questionnaire (online, phone,
fax or mail) must be completed
and received by the CRTC by
February 29.
The consultation is part
of a comprehensive review of
the CRTC’s policies for basic
telecommunications services,
launched in April 2015. The
review is examining what
services Canadians require to
participate meaningfully in
the digital economy and what
prices they should pay for
these services. In particular,
the CRTC will assess whether
to expand its basic service
objective by requiring service
providers to ensure universal
access to affordable, highquality broadband Internet
services.

F C M ’s s u b m i s s i o n
calls for universal access to
affordable and reliable highspeed internet and highlights
the significant barriers faced
by communities in both rural
and northern Canada. In
particular, FCM recommended
the CRTC expand its basic
service objective to guarantee
long-term, reliable broadband
connectivity across Canada
and to continually evaluate
its broadband speed targets
to reflect technological
advancements and evolving
user needs. FCM is ready to

continue this discussion with
the CRTC through the next
phase of the consultation,
including a public hearing
scheduled for April 2016.
• What telecommunications services do
Canadians consider necessary
to participate in the digital
economy?
One of the greatest
barriers is lack of broadband
access and poor uploading
and downloading speeds.
Broadband internet access
has become fundamental
to modern life, and has the

power to transform rural and
northern Canada. Networks
contribute to economic growth
by improving productivity,
providing new services,
supporting innovation, and
improving market access.
Ensuring universal access
to high-speed Internet will
support economic development
and attract and retain young
talent in Canada’s rural, remote
and northern communities.
The federal government
must ensure universal access
to affordable high-speed at
speeds and prices comparable

to Canada’s peers in the United
States, Europe and elsewhere.
The Commission’s current
target speeds for broadband – a
minimum of 5 Mbps download
and 1 Mbps upload – are no
longer sufficient to meet the
minimum needs of Canadians,
and compare poorly to targets
established internationally.
FCM recommends that the
CRTC continually re-evaluate
its broadband speed targets
to reflect technological
advancements, changes in
user needs, traffic, and network
capacity.

submitted
In order to build
awareness and start the
conversation about violence
against indigenous women,
the Nelson Violence Against
Women in Relationships
(VAWIR) committee will
host a public awareness event
on the second floor multipurpose room at the Pink
Building, 333 Victoria Street.
The event is on February 12
from 11:30 am to 1:30 pm.
Brief film clips will
be screened and there will
be a discussion about the
‘It Could Have Been Me’
campaign focusing on
the stories of indigenous
women’s experience with
violence. There will also be
an opportunity to participate
in culturally relevant crafts.
Everyone is welcome to
attend and refreshments will
be served. People of all ages
and genders are welcome
to engage in this important
conversation and to help to
create change and hope for
the future.
Then on February 14,
VAWIR is partnering with
indigenous women in the
community to host the third
annual Memorial March
for Murdered and Missing
I n d i g e n o u s Wo m e n o n

unceded indigenous territory
in Nelson.
The MMMMIW event
is an opportunity for the
community to gather to share
prayers, songs, and stories
to honour and grieve the
loss of our beloved sisters,
remember the women who are
still missing, and to dedicate
ourselves to justice and action.
The group will gather at
noon in front of City Hall
for the opening circle and
march, which will end at
Nelson Community Services
common room (on Lake
Street in the Community
First Health building) for a

potluck and refreshments.
Please bring your hand drums,
signs, voices and potluck
items. People of all genders
and ages are welcome to
attend. Indigenous women
affected in their family or
community are invited and
encouraged to attend.
The local event coincides
with the annual Memorial
M a r c h i n Va n c o u v e r ’s
downtown eastside which
started 25 years ago to
raise awareness, provide
an opportunity to listen to
the stories of the families
of the women, and as a call
for justice. Last year, there

were 25 other cities that
participated across Canada
and the United States. It is
hopeful to hear about the
f e d e r a l g o v e r n m e n t ’s
commitment and launch of a
public inquiry, but it there is
more work to do.
It is more important now
than ever to keep this issue
at the forefront of the public
sphere to ensure accountability
in acknowledging the core
systemic issues that create
the conditions in which
indigenous women are five
times more likely to die by
violence than non-indigenous
women.

submitted
A backroads tour of
the winding Slocan Valley
may seem the farthest thing
from everyone’s mind in
these wintry conditions, but
summer will be here before
we know it. The Slocan Valley
Community Arts Council
is reaching out to past,
current and new members
interested in participating in
a group exhibition as part of
the annual Columbia Basin
Culture Tour this summer,
August 13-14.
The Culture Tour is a
great opportunity for the
general public and the
tourism sector to access the
vibrant local arts, culture and
heritage in our community.
Through a self-guided tour
format, the public can choose
from a number of locations,
artist studios, museums and
cultural centres to visit over
the course of the weekend.
For more information on the
tour itself, visit cbculturetour.
com.
In past years, some artists
have teamed up to showcase
their individual works in
groups at one location. This
has proven to assist those
participants market their
work and access a wider
audience, and has fostered
new relationships between
artists here in the valley.
T h e S l o c a n Va l l e y
Community Arts Council

(SVCAC) would like to
further this collaborative
spirit and is committed to
hosting a group exhibition
for members in good standing
at one or more of our local
community halls for the
duration of the culture tour. A
small fee to participate would
include the costs for the artist/
venue registration, as well as
hall rental and any additional
promotional costs associated
with marketing this exciting
group event.
Past, present and new
SVCAC members are also
encouraged to take advantage
of a limited time offer to
update their membership
status before the February 26
deadline. For the discounted

cost of $15, membership in
the arts council is ensured
until August 2017, an
additional eight months.
Membership benefits
also include monthly email
updates, access to member
grants for projects, discounted
workshop fees and eligibility
for an artist website profile
on our website. Membership
forms are also available
online at slocanvalleyarts.ca.
If you are ready to update
your membership or are
interested in participating
in a group exhibition for
the eighth annual Columbia
Basin Culture Tour, please
contact svcarts@gmail.
com before the February 26
deadline.

March and awareness for missing and murdered women

New Slocan Valley Arts Council membership perks

The Slocan Valley Community Arts Council is reaching out to past, current and
new members interested in participating in a group exhibition as part of the
annual Columbia Basin Culture Tour this summer, August 13-14.
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submitted
Entrepreneurs, students,
academics and makers will be
able to work with innovative
materials, test out original
products and get help bringing
unique ideas and products to
market at a new laboratory
in Trail.
Known as MIDAS, the
laboratory will help create
new business opportunities,
expand the skill sets of people
who live here and increase
regional competitiveness. It is
being financed in part by up to
$850,000 over four years from
Columbia Basin Trust.
MIDAS stands for
Metallurgical Industrial
Development Acceleration
and Studies, and is being
spearheaded by the Kootenay
Association for Science and
Technology (KAST). There
are two main parts to the
laboratory.
The first is a fab lab,
or ‘digital fabrication
laboratory,’ intended for
rapid prototyping and training

in additive manufacturing,
which is a method of building
3-D objects by adding layer
upon layer of material, such
as plastic, metal or concrete.
Users will be able to quickly
create a model of an item –
for example, a mechanical
part or a snowboard – using
3-D computer-aided design
and a 3-D printer. There
will also be areas focused
on electronics, laser cutting,
molding, casting, metalwork
and woodwork.
Companies and
researchers can also explore
commercial uses for
metallurgical and chemical
materials at MIDAS. KAST
and partners will provide
research-and-development
and business-development
services via the research
organization Mitacs and the
BC Venture Acceleration
Program; if a new product
developed in the lab has
commercial potential, these
services can help it reach the
market successfully.

“In our region, with our
metals expertise, MIDAS
will enable us to use materials
in new and novel ways
that will provide us with
a competitive advantage,”
said Amber Hayes, MIDAS
Project Director. “It will also
provide businesses with the
opportunity to get prototypes
made locally – they have to
be made elsewhere now. And
it will allow us to train local
people on how to use this
equipment, which will be a
high-demand skill as new
technologies change the way
manufacturing is being done.”
“This collaborative project
will bring all sorts of people
together– business people,
students and researchers –
to increase expertise and
innovation in our region,”
said Johnny Strilaeff, Trust
vice-president and Chief
Operating Officer. “We have
so much local talent and so
many resources, and with
MIDAS we’ll also have the
physical space and equipment.

submitted
Artists in all disciplines, as
well as arts, culture and heritage
organizations, are invited to

apply for funding through the
Columbia Kootenay Cultural
Alliance (CKCA), which
delivers the Arts, Culture and

Heritage Program on behalf of
Columbia Basin Trust.
“It’s been 18 years –
certainly a longstanding

submitted
Individuals of all artistic
disciplines as well as arts, culture
and heritage organizations
residing in the Columbia Basin
are invited to attend workshops
on the Columbia Basin Trust’s
grants.
The Trust’s Arts, Culture
and Heritage grants are managed
and administered by the
Columbia Kootenay Cultural
Alliance (CKCA). CKCA staff
will present workshops on how
to apply for grants, and what
to expect from the application
process.

Workshops are free, but
pre-registration is required.
Locations, dates and times are
as follows:
Kaslo: Friday, February 12,
1 to 3 pm at Kaslo Seniors Hall,
4th St. (between Ave. A and
Front St.) hosted by the North
Kootenay Lake Arts & Heritage
Council.
Crescent Valley: Saturday,
February 13, 10 am to noon at
Crescent Valley Hall, 1385 Hwy.
6, hosted by the Slocan Valley
Community Arts Council.
Salmo: Friday, February
19, 10:30 am - 12:30 pm at the

Youth and Community Centre,
206 – 7th St, hosted by the
Salmo District Arts Council.
Online: Friday February
19, 2 - 4 pm or Tuesday Feb.
23, 6 - 8 pm.
For further information or
to register contact the Columbia
Kootenay Cultural Alliance
atwkracassistant@telus.net,
250-505-5505 or 1-877-5057355.

submitted
Distinctive Destinations:
Experience Historic Places is
the theme of BC Heritage Week
2016, which runs February 15
- 21. New Denver’s Silvery
Slocan Historical Society will
hold an event to honour the
distinctive destinations of the
Slocan Valley on February 21, 2
pm at Knox Hall.
Nelson Star editor Greg
Nesteroff will deliver ‘Postcards
from the Slocan Valley,’ a new
and slightly expanded version
of his well received slideshow
presentation of 2014. A local
historian who grew up in
South Slocan, Nesteroff has
amassed a sizeable, yet everexpanding, collection of vintage
West Kootenay postcards and
is continually digging up new

nuggets of information about
these special images.
Attendees to the event
are encouraged to bring in old
photographs that they would
like preserved. Historical society
volunteers will be available
at Knox Hall, immediately
following the presentation, to
make digital copies of private
pictures with local historical
value. Although photos from
throughout the Slocan Lake area
would be appreciated, images
taken within the confines of New
Denver are of special interest.
Scanned photos will be
added to the Silvery Slocan
Historical Society’s archival
collection, where they can be
made available to researchers,
and complimentary digital copies
will be provided to the owners.

PHOTO CREDIT: LAWRENCE WRIGHT

MIDAS Lab to expand innovation in the region
The potential for meaningful
economic impact is exciting.”
The MIDAS lab is
currently under construction,
with specialized equipment
training opportunities
available. MIDAS will
welcome the public in
September 2016. To follow
the development of the lab

and learn more about the
technologies, like the MIDAS
Facebook page at facebook.
com/midasfablab.
In addition to KAST
and the Trust, MIDAS is
supported by Community
Futures of Greater Trail, Fenix
Advanced Materials, Western
Economic Diversification,
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Selkirk College and
the Rural Development
Institute, UBC Okanagan,
Mitacs, BC Innovation
Council, Southern Interior
Development Initiative Trust,
Lower Columbia Community
Development Team Society
and the Lower Columbia
Initiatives Corporation.

At the MIDAS lab, engineering and business students from the University of British Columbia Okanagan learn and
improve the art of crystal pulling with Don Freschi, Chief Executive Officer of Fenix Advanced Materials.

Arts, Culture and Heritage grants now available through Columbia Kootenay Cultural Alliance
CKCA offering grant application workshops

Historic Slocan Valley postcard
slideshow for Heritage Week

relationship between the CKCA
and the Trust!” said Jacquie
Hamilton, CKCA Chair.
“We are looking forward to
celebrating this milestone with
a new intake of arts and heritage
projects from across the Basin
and providing opportunities for
people involved in these areas
to embark on new projects,
improve their skills, share their
talents and more.”
For 2016/17, CKCA is
receiving $706,000 from the
Trust. Funding is available for
individuals and groups through
community arts councils:
minor capital projects; touring;

arts and heritage mentoring/
master classes; organizational
development; major projects;
artists in education; major
exhibitions; major heritage
capital projects; and new
heritage projects. Applications
are adjudicated once a year
by local arts councils and the
CKCA Steering Committee.
New this year: Program
3, 10 and 12 applications will
be submitted using an online
application format through the
CKCA website.
“When arts, culture
and heritage flourish within
a community, residents feel

more connected and have a
greater sense of pride,” said
Lynda Lafleur, CBT’s Manager
of Community Relationships
(North). “We’re pleased to
continue to strengthen this
sector through our partnership
with CKCA.”
Find out more and
get application forms by
visiting www.basinculture.
com, contacting your local
community arts council or
phoning CKCA at 250-5055505 or 1-877-505-7355.
Applications must be
received by March 4 or March
18, depending on the program.
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Future of Rosebery to Summit Lake Trail still in limbo

by Katrine Campbell
Negotiations for sharing the
Rosebery - Summit Lake stretch of
the rail trail continue, but the two
opposing groups trying to work out
an agreement are not optimistic.
The discussions are facilitated by
Kaslo’s John Cathro, who was hired
by the Recreation Sites and Trails BC
(RSTBC) branch of the Ministry of
Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations. Participants are Richard
Allin and Mike Koolen of the
Rosebery - Summit Lake Rail Trail
Steering Committee, Bill Beavin
of the Slocan Lake ATV Club, and
Ernie Knecht from the Arrow Lakes
ATV Club.
Last spring, the trail steering
committee put together a draft
management plan for the trail based
on 15 years of reports, studies and
public discussions, and consultations
with local residents. The draft plan
proposed that the trail be mostly
non-motorized, with a ‘Friends of
the Trail’ program offering local ATV
users limited motorized access to the
trail. An official poll of North Slocan
Valley residents showed huge public
support for the draft management
plan. However, the Arrow Lakes
ATV Club objected, as the section
of the trail from Summit Lake north
to Nakusp is designated multi-use

and the members want the same
designation for the southern part
as well. They encouraged quadders
from the New Denver area to form a
club and get involved in the process.
“One of the reasons the Province
convened the group was to recognize
that a lot of very good work has
been done for planning for this
stretch of trail… particularly the
management plan,” says Cathro.
“What is interesting is that a lot of the
work… has been done and funded by
the RDCK.”
The trail is Crown land, he
adds, so the Province has a broader
jurisdiction on the trail than the
Regional District has.
“The goal is to get the trail
legally authorized,” he says. This
authorization would be granted by
RSTBC, which wants to ensure “all
options for agreement have been
explored and we have the right
people at the table working out the
details.”
The group has had two meetings
to date, and progress is slow.
“We’re at the stage where
people at the table are working to
get to know each other,” said Cathro.
“We’re dealing with ATVers and nonmotorized users; it’s an interesting
cultural divide. I think they realize
these sorts of processes – localized
planning around trails – have yielded
good results elsewhere.
“The right people at the table
can come up with a resilient solution
people can look at; that’s the sense I
get at this table.”
Cathro says they hope to reach
an agreement by late spring or early
summer. When the snow melts, the
group members will get out on the
trail and have a look at it before
formalizing a detailed agreement.
Beavin, speaking on behalf of the
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quadders, says he is not happy with
the way talks are going.
“The other side dug their heels in
and they’re refusing to bend at this
point. They’re willing to negotiate as
long as they get everything they want.
“It’s a work in progress. There’s
a couple of things which may be
possible, but time will tell.”
Koolen agrees there is more work
to be done.
“One stumbling block is the
difference in thinking. We’re more
preservationist, conservationist kinds
of thinkers, concerned about the
carbon footprint. The big stumbling

block has been keeping the [draft]
management plan and household poll
as the basis of discussion. There’s a
lot of resistance there.”
Koolen thinks the group is
making progress but “we have to
be careful not to stray from the
spirit of the plan proposal. The
community has accepted that, and to
stray from that would be unfair to the
community.”
He adds that “Hills has so little
community green space available to
it, the rail trail is the only green space
they have to share as a community…
It’s important to them as a community

to have it how they want it.”
The two agree on one thing – they
have no idea how it will be possible
to police use of the trail.
“The question has come up at the
meetings and I have absolutely no
idea,” said Beavin. “I don’t know; it
just takes one bad apple to spoil it for
everyone. I don’t know what to say.”
Koolen agrees.
“We’ll be relying a lot on the
good will of the users, both motorized
and non-motorized. The vision that
we have for trail use… would require
a lot of self-regulation from the user
groups.”

by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
Unity Fest organizers and Slocan
council have discussed this year’s
festival and have settled on the dates. It
will be held July 15-17, a week earlier
than usual, and with an extra evening
added to the schedule. The festival will
start on Friday evening as it did in its
first two years.
The event will run from 6 pm to
midnight on Friday, 10 am to midnight

on Saturday, and 10 am to 8 pm on
Sunday. Sunday will be “Local Day”;
vendors will move outside of the fence
so that local residents will be able
to shop without paying the festival
entry fee.
Under consideration for this year
is a change in parking areas and
entrances, all dependent on permission
from the mill to use its land and from
council to permit the changes. Main

Street may be reserved for dock users
and emergency access to the festival.
Entrances may be the new gate in the
south fence and the entrance on the
east side that was previously used
only for band and equipment access.
Council, staff, and festival organizers
will meet soon to walk through the
site, checking out the new parking
and entrance plans and making sure
all safety requirements will be met.

by Katrine Campbell
• In March 2015 the Village
objected to the Ministry of Health’s
classification of the Slocan
Community Health Centre as ‘rural/
remote’ based on a much smaller
population base than the centre
actually serves. Council received
an email from the acting Assistant
Deputy Minister saying the ministry
was “working on refining our
framework for the classification of
geographies and communities in
BC… future iterations of the rural
policy paper will provide clarity on
the issues you have raised.” Mayor
Ann Bunka noted that she was on
top of the issue and would continue
to press for a change.
• The Village will apply to CBT
for $4,000 towards the cost of a
professional structural assessment
of the Bosun Hall. It is owned
by the Village and managed by
LACE (Lucerne Association for
Community Education), which has
been fundraising for significant
improvements, in addition to the work
it has already done. An assessment is
needed to help develop realistic cost
estimates. The assessment would cost
between $6,000 and $8,000. LACE
will kick in $2,000.
• Applications for CBT
community initiatives funding are
available at the Village office and
on the website. The deadline is
February 29. The money is “intended
to foster activities… and projects
supported by the community that
might not otherwise be undertaken.”
All proposals will be reviewed by the
Village’s local selections committee
at a public meeting at Knox Hall on
April 5 at 7 pm. New Denver gets
$36,225 this year.
• Slocan Lake RCMP detachment
submitted its quarterly crime stats
for October through December

2015, with a comparison to the same
quarter in 2014. The report covers the
three villages and Winlaw, and points
in between. Total calls for service
were up by two (124 from 122) but
were down for the entire year (586
in 2015 vs 692 in 2014). There were
four motor vehicle accidents, only
one of which involved an injury,
and no fatalities. Assaults and threats
were up and there was one domestic
violence call. Police responded to
11 calls involving alcohol or drugs
(two in 2014), and seven mental
health related calls. The rest of the
calls related to thefts and possession
of stolen property. There were no
youth-involved incidents.
• A development variance permit
for the Valhalla Pure building was
granted. The owners are allowed
to relax the minimum length of one
parking space from 5.5 m to 5.2 m,
to accommodate the existing septic
system vent.
• A development variance
permit application from Sappho’s
Bakery was denied. The home-based
business occupies 610 sq. ft. of the
house, 110 sq. ft. over the limit.
Council was concerned that granting
the variance could set a precedent.
• Council agreed to provide a
letter of support to the Slocan Valley
Refugee Coalition.
• The Village will apply for
$10,000 from the CBT Water Smart
program. The money would be used
to provide two-thirds funding for leak
detection, hose timers, hose water
meters, and wages for a Water Smart
ambassador.
• Up to two Village staffers
will be sent to a Risk Management
Conference in April. The conference
is hosted by the Municipal Insurance
Association of BC to share
information and best practices.
• Council denied a request

from the Slocan Valley Community
Legacy Society for a grant-in-aid
for its volunteer recognition event
in Winlaw, as it didn’t want to set a
precedent for other groups looking
for grants. “We’re not the CBT,” said
von Krogh. “We don’t have the same
pockets.”
• Councillor Heather Fox reported
that the Healthy Community Society
received a $10,000 donation for the
Lane Hayward bursary from her
brother, bringing the total to $13,000.
The Lucerne School lunch program
has up to 40 regular customers, and
the food costs are covered by the fees.
• Bunka reported on the RDCK
board meeting of January 21.
- New Denver’s appointments
to the Slocan Valley Economic
Development Commission and Rec
6 were ratified.
- The regional Strategic
Community Energy and Emissions
Plan (SCEEP) process will take
place February 19 in Nelson. This
is open to board members, and local
government staff.
- The Crescent Valley Beach
Regional Park Management Plan
was passed. It acts as a guidance
document.
- Chair Karen Hamling will
send a letter of support on behalf
of the board to the BC Real Estate
Foundation to accompany the
Community Food Action Initiative
multi-year application. The funds
will be used to create a food policy
council.
- Staff will research regional fire
services compensation within the
province, and draft a region-wide
compensation package for review in
September.
- The RDCK will express an
interest in hosting the Federation of
Canadian Municipalities board of
directors meeting in March 2018.

Unity Fest to be held July 15-17

New Denver council, January 26
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Province’s 2014 Industrial Greenhouse Gas Emission reports now available
submitted
Since the introduction of the
Climate Action Plan in 2008, British
Columbia has been recognized as
a world leader in the fight against
climate change, showing greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions can be reduced
while the economy continues to grow,
says the provincial government.
BC was the first jurisdiction in
North America to introduce a broadbased, revenue-neutral carbon tax.
Independent research found that since
implementation of the carbon tax,
per capita use of fuel has dropped 16

percent, while it has risen in the rest
of Canada.
Requiring industries to monitor
and report emissions is a key element
of the climate agenda. The report
summaries are now available online,
providing a snapshot of administrative
data and reported emissions from
industrial operations within BC.
The 2014 summaries show
provincial industrial GHG emissions
went up slightly – 2.1 percent –
from 2013 to 2014, which can be
attributed to emissions in oil and
gas production due to economic

growth. However, emissions caused
from waste treatment, and mining
and smelting decreased by 6.8 and 7
percent respectively.
Facilities emitting 10,000 tonnes
or more of carbon dioxide equivalent
emissions per year must report out
to government. Operations emitting
25,000 tonnes or greater must also have
their report verified by an accredited
third party before submission.
In 2014, 131 industrial operations
from 108 companies reported to
government, and 89 operations
received third-party verification.

submitted
The BC government will allow
mining companies to temporarily defer
a portion of their hydro bills “to help
keep thousands of BC’s metal and coal
mines workers on the job,” according
to Minister of Energy and Mines Bill
Bennett.
“Rural communities across BC
depend on the high-paying jobs that
their mines provide residents,” said
Bennett. “We are in the midst of a
challenging time for the sector and this
will provide some temporary support
to help the mines stay open as long as
possible, hopefully until commodity
prices bounce back.”
Under the five-year term of the
program, which will be delivered by

BC Hydro, companies operating metal
and coal mines will be able to defer a
portion of their BC Hydro electricity
payments. The amount any mine will
be allowed to defer is capped at the
equivalent of up to 75 percent of its
electricity costs over two years of
the program. As commodity prices
recover, the mines will repay the
amounts deferred, plus interest.
Low copper and coal prices have
put operations at a number of British
Columbia mines at risk and some
have already been forced to reduce
production and employee levels.
There are currently eight metal mines
and five coal mines operating in the
province, employing approximately
7,500 workers.

“While this program can’t
guarantee mines won’t eventually go
into temporary care and maintenance,
it will help mines stay open for as long
as possible,” says the ministry.
Mines will be encouraged to
borrow funds from other sources, if
they can, before deferring a portion
of their power bills. Companies with
relatively lower levels of debt will pay
an interest rate of 12 percent. Others
will be charged the interest rate that BC
Hydro currently charges to accounts
over 30 days – prime plus five percent,
or about eight percent annually.
Each company that chooses
to participate in the program will
be required to enter into a formal
agreement with BC Hydro.

submitted
Early in March, Canada is
holding an historic First Ministers
summit on making reductions
in greenhouse gases to prevent
disastrous climate change.
Here in Nelson, a Climate Teachin Post-Paris is coming up in advance
of the national meeting to look at
what’s really on the table. It takes
place 7 pm Wednesday, February
24 at Nelson United Church, 602
Silica Street.
“The coming national summit

is a crucial point where Canada can
finally start significant changes to
move from fossil fuels to the clean
energy economy,” says Keith Wiley,
one of the teach-in organizers. “At
the teach-in we’ll get the details so
we can push the leaders to take some
real action.”
Local researchers will present
brief information on the Paris
agreement, on current federal
and provincial plans and carbon
reduction targets, and on moving
to 100 percent renewable energy.

submitted
The West Kootenay Community
TEETH Clinic Society has won Pacific
Blue Cross’s 75th anniversary ‘Share
the Care’ campaign. The society, based
in Nelson, is helping to increase access
to basic dental care for low income
families. Mara Sand, a director for the
organization, explained in her video
that the $50,000 donation would allow
the introduction of satellite clinics
so everyone can access care in the
Kootenay-Boundary area.
The three-week campaign
garnered more than 16,000 votes and
as the grand prize winners, the TEETH
Clinic will receive the donation
from the Pacific Blue Cross Health
Foundation for receiving the most
votes throughout the video storytelling
campaign.
The Foundation arrived at five
finalists from a list of 70 organizations
it has funded to help improve health and
wellbeing in BC. Foundation members
then asked British Columbians to
vote for their favourites in a video

storytelling campaign.
Each organization was guaranteed
a $5,000 donation for participating,
with donations increased to $50,000
and $10,000 for the two videos that
received the most votes. The total
giveaway adds up to $75,000.

Following the discussion there will
be an advocacy session with ways to
push federal and provincial leaders
to get serious about climate change.
“The Government of Canada
was a constructive party at the
Paris Climate Summit, but the only
way they are going to do their fair
share to tackle the climate crisis is
if we, the people, make them very
aware that this is a priority for all
of us,” says Montana Burgess,
community organizer with the West
Kootenay EcoSociety. “As citizens
we need to get federal, provincial and
local governments to transition our
economy to 100 per cent renewable
energy no later than mid-century.”
The Nelson teach-in is sponsored
by a number of local groups including
West Kootenay EcoSociety, Kairos,
Council of Canadians, Citizens
Climate Lobby, Kootenays for a
Pipeline-Free BC and Nelson United
Church.

Government defers hydro bills to keep miners working

Reporting operations represented 31
percent (20.3 million tonnes of carbon
dioxide equivalent) of provincial total
GHG emissions (64 million tonnes
of carbon dioxide) based on the last
available year.
To v i e w t h e 2 0 1 4 r e p o r t
summaries, please visit: http://ow.ly/
XEmB4.
Because the provincial

government recognizes BC must do
even more to remain a global climate
leader, the Province is moving its
climate agenda forward through
the development of a new Climate
Leadership Plan. To participate in the
plan, which will keep the province
on a path towards long-term climate
goals, please visit engage.gov.bc.ca/
climateleadership.

2015 Citizen of the Year and
Lifetime Achievement Awards
Saturday, March 5, 2016 at
the Legion Hall
This year we honour Sheila Anderson
and Barb Chwachka
Tickets are at Hub/Barton Insurance
$25.00 (Dinner included)
Doors open at 5:00 pm. Dinner served
by the Legion Auxiliary at 5:30 pm.
Make an evening of it! See the
ALAC Blackthorn Concert at 7:30 pm
Blackthorn ticket holders will receive a complimentary
copy of the Silvery Slocan Heritage Tour Guidebook
at the door of the Awards Banquet!

Sponsored by the Nakusp
& District Rotary Club

Get informed for Canadian climate framework

West Kootenay dental
non-profit wins $50,000 prize

BLAZE KING/
VALLEY
COMFORT
TAKE ADVANTAGE!
RDCK WOOD
STOVE EXCHANGE
PROGRAM GRANTS
STILL AVAILABLE
FOR THE VALLEY

KOOTENAY FURNACE LTD.
Slocan City • 250-355-0088

Nakusp
Citizen
of the Year

Public Notice of Open House
Highway 3A South Slocan
Overhead Project

The Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure invites
the public and stakeholders to attend an information
session to preview plans and provide comments
regarding the proposed design of the South Slocan
Overhead Project on Highway 3A in South Slocan.
The proposed option is to remove the existing bridge
over the rail line and replace it with fill to create a
roadway. The project scope also includes several safety
improvements to this section of Highway 3A.
Ministry staff will be on hand to provide information
and answer questions.
The drop-in open house is scheduled for the
following date:
Tuesday, March 1, 2016
4:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Mount Sentinel Secondary School
1014 Playmor Road
South Slocan, B.C.

For more information, please contact
Robbie Kalabis, Project Manager,
by telephone at 250 354-6448
or by e-mail at Rob.Kalabis@gov.bc.ca
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
CALL FOR ARTISTS & VENUES for
ALFA Guild Art Walk 2016. Hard copy can
be submitted to ALFA Art Walk, c/o Selkirk
College, Box 720, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0 or
online at alfaguildgallery@gmail.com. For
more information, contact 250-265-4996.
Deadline February 15, 2016, 4 pm.
THE SLOCAN COMMUNITY
LIBRARY Society invites you to submit
your favourite nature photo(s) of the Slocan
Valley before March 5, 2016. Images
chosen will become part of a permanent
collection which will hang in the library.
The ideal size of image should be 300 dpi.
Email images to dgole@telus.net.

Self Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.
ARE YOU AN ASPIRING
ENTREPRENEUR? If so, call
Community Futures to learn about the free
Business Plan workshop open to anyone!
And if you’re eligible, you may also qualify
for the Self-Employment program where
you will receive ongoing business training
and coaching and usually financial support
while you start your business. To learn more
call 265-3674 ext. 201 or email Nakusp@
fiutures.bc.ca.

CALL FOR ARTISTS

2007 PONTIAC WAVE SE - Automatic.
4WD. 133,060 km. New studded snow tires.
Sunroof. $6,000. 250-358-2206.

CALL TO ALL Painters, Potters, Fibre
Artists. Slocan Valley Arts Council is
offering artists an opportunity for a group
display during the upcoming Cultural Tour
in August. For more info email: svcarts@
gmail.com or go to slocanvalleyarts.ca/
events. Apply before Feb 26, 2016.

THINKING OF STARTING, buying or
expanding your own business? If so, call
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the

THE ARROW LAKES ATV CLUB
would like to thank R&A Logging for their
generous donation. This financial support
helps the club with their trail maintenance

AUTOMOTIVE

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CARD OF THANKS

CLASSIFIED ADS

projects and the work of the club in keeping
trails multi-use/multi-purpose.
THANK YOU, SUNSHINE LOGGING
– Jeff Mattes, Clint Carlson – for the
fabulous retirement gift!
-Art & Karen Forsyth

COMING EVENTS

SENIORS DROP-IN PROGRAM.
Every Tuesday and Thursday 10 am - 2
pm. Silverton Memorial Hall. Socializing,
Lunch, Workshops and Outings. Open to
all seniors in the area.
OPEN SEMINAR: Successful Business
Start-Ups Do’s and Don’ts. Prestige
Lakeside Resort & Convention Center.
February 20, 2016. Limited seating. Open
to all levels of business. All Interested
Parties Welcome, Tel 250-304-8243. Full
download registration and agenda package
available. www.mcleodseminars.com,
info@mcleodseminars.com.
INTERESTED IN BEING A HOSPICE
VOLUNTEER or refreshing your hospice
skill set? Volunteer training starts March
2016. This course is free and open to
everyone in the community. Contact:
newdenverhospice@yahoo.ca or Julie Fry
358-2317.

TEXAS HOLD’EM TOURNAMENT
Saturday Feb. 20 6:30 pm sharp at Slocan
Valley Legion Hall, 502 Harold St., Slocan.
$30 Buy-in. Tickets at Mountain Valley
Station in Slocan or phone 250-355-2672
to reserve. BC Gaming rules will apply.
The Legion welcomes members & guests.
TAROT COURSE – Open Yourself
to Possibilities. We all are gifted with
unimaginable, unawakened Powers and
Intelligences. These first four Arcana
teach us how our Consciousness works.
Every second Saturday afternoon Feb. 6
& 20, Mar. 5 & 19 (1:00 - 4:30 PM.) 4
Sessions, $10 each Session. Bring paints
and paintbrush, other materials provided.
Pre-register 358-7766 or 358-2729.
ME INC. WORKSHOP – Thinking
about starting a small business? The Basin
Business Advisors Program will teach you
what you need to get started at this free
workshop on February 17 (6:30-8pm) at
Nakusp Learning Centre (Selkirk College).
Register at bbaprogram.ca or call 1-855510-2227.
INTERESTED IN BEING a Hospice
Volunteer or refreshing your Hospice skill
set? This course is open to everyone in
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the community. Approx. 30 hrs split over
2 weekends: Friday March 12, 6pm-9pm
& Saturday March 13, 9am-4pm; Friday
March 18, 6pm-9pm & Saturday March
19, 9am-4pm; Saturday April 2 10am2pm. Cost: $10 for course materials.
Contact: newdenverhospice@yahoo.ca or
Julie Fry 358-2317.
VALLICAN WHOLE - UP CLOSE
& INTIMATE entertainment series.
Feb 14~LOVE & ALL THAT JAZZ,
April 2~KOOTENAY DIVAS, April
23~LUCAS MYERS in CAMPGROUND.
$50 pass for all 3, $40 pass for Divas &
CAMPGROUND, Limited $20 single
advanced tickets for Valentines on sale at
www.VallicanWhole.com  www.Facebook.
com/TheWhole 250-226-7957
SAILING LESSONS/TOURS at Slocan
Village Beach - Every Sunday & Monday
mid June-Sept. $60 Per - Teens and Adults.
Kootenay Catamaran, info - skroby1@
yahoo.com. Cdn Yachting Certification
available.
SLOCAN COMMUNITY LIBRARY
Free Author’s Reading: Eloise CharetCalles presents Never Without Our Children
(2015), Sunday March 6 at 1 pm.

Advertise in the

Valley Voice
It pays!!!

• Call 358-7218 for
details •

email:
valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

ENVIRONMENT
info

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

– New Clients Welcome –

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience
Appointments can be scheduled by contacting
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week:
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons;
Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy,
Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services.

www.activebalancechiro.ca

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST
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SLOCAN VALLEY THREADS GUILD
now collecting donations of fabric, yarns
and craft supplies for Yard and Yardage
event Sunday, April 17. Time to call
Sharon 226-7703 or Jasmine 352-7152 to
arrange P/U.
W I N L AW WAT E R S H E D
COMMITTEE AGM - Tuesday, March 8,
7pm, at the NEW SIFCo office (Hoodikoff
Rd., follow signs). Membership open to
residents between Pedro & Trozzo Creeks,
east of Slocan River.

FOR RENT

LARGE 3 BEDROOM upper level
apartment in Silverton. Washer, Dryer.
$595/month plus utilities. No Smoking, No
Pets, References. 250-358-2293.
55+ HOUSING, 2 Bdr Rental Unit 785
sq ft. Info: Arrowtarian Rotary Villa 250265-1886
MARCH 1ST MOBILE HOME for rent
in New Denver, 402 7th Avenue $600/
month $300 DD, Non Smoking Call Barb
or Peter at 403-678-6516.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers. Sales & Rentals.
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.

HEALTH

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE
INWARD JOURNEY: Monday 9-10:30
am; Thursday 4-5:30 pm. Honour your
body by reducing stress, building strength,
flexibility and balance. Upper story of the
fire hall in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from
New Denver. Open to all levels. Come
and share mindfulness and the exultation
of inner flow.
TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE with
Tyson - Special Intro offer: 2 hour Thai
massage for $50. Experience an ancient
physiotherapy method for body/mind

wellness. Available by appointment in the
Slocan Valley and Nelson. Tyson Bartel
250-226-6826 http://www.thaitouch.ca/

NOTICES

FOR INFORMATION ON AA, NA,
OA, ACOA OR ALANON MEETINGS
contact in New Denver: 358-7904 or 3587158; Nakusp 265-4216; Kaslo 353-2658;
Slocan 355-2805; South Slocan 226-7705;
Playmor Junction 359-7310.
www.carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca provides information on preplanning
for death and advice for alternative funeral
arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253.
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250352-6008 preventeldRabuse@sbdemail.
com / www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.
org. Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719
Vernon Street, Nelson. Nelson and District
Seniors Coordinating Society.

PETS

PERSONALIZED DOG CARE –
WINLAW. Your dog’s home away from
home, no kennels, acres of fenced play area
and river swims. Call now to book your
dog’s vacation. 1-250-448-6553, www.
barknrollinn.com.
DOES YOUR DOG OR PUPPY frustrate
you? Would you like to have the dog of your
dreams? Would you like to confidently go
anywhere with your dog? We can help. Go
to www.proudofmydog.ca to find out how.

SERVICES

SAVE MONEY @ PETER’S WINDOWS
& DOORS with energy-efficient windows,
doors and siding by Gentek. We are the
exclusive dealer of long lasting, high
performing windows by Gentek. We also
have lots of wood and metal doors in
stock. Now selling Gentek siding. 1-250399-0079.

CLASSIFIED ADS

GERRY CONWAY – Journeyman
carpenter/builder. 250-265-3163.
SUE MISTRETTA, M.A. offers Online
Counselling and Counselling sessions in
Silverton and Winlaw offices. Contact
www.handandsoul.ca or 358-2177.
EPONA ENTERPRISES INC - Meeting
all your electrical needs with friendly
professional service. Call Ed Kostuch at
250-265-8091.
H I G H - S P E E D S AT E L L I T E
INTERNET. Local installer. Introductory
offer $29.99. 1-800-319-9210.

we are open to possibilities from Red Mtn
Rd up to Hills. Please contact us, by email
at markjeffreys@yahoo.com or by phone
at 801-910-1532, if you have or know of
an availability suitable for two adults and
a little girl. We look forward to being back!
I’M LOOKING FOR A RIDE from
New Denver to Vancouver and back some
time in Feb. Will share gas. Please call:
Andrew Rhodes 250-358-7985 or email
danceswithandy@gmail.com

OBITUARIES

SLOCAN VALLEY
RECREATION

H u n t e r s : PA L ( P o s s e s s i o n &
Acquisition License) & C.O.R.E
Program: PAL Non-restricted: Sat/Sun
Mar 5/6, 9-5pm, $99. Restricted only
(requires Non-restricted): Sunday, Mar
6, 1-4pm, $65, Slocan Park Hall. CORE:
Saturday/Sunday Mar 12/13, 9-5pm,
$135, Crescent Valley Hall.
Seedy Sunday (Slocan Valley Seed
Exchange Day): Sun Mar 6, 1-4pm,
Slocan Park Hall. $2 entry fee, $10/table
for vendors. Vendors must pre-register by
Mar 1! For more info or to book a table
call 250-226-0008.
Drop-In Badminton: Tues/Thur’s.
Jan 5-Apr 28 (Not Spring Break), 6:308:30pm, $3 drop-in, $60/season, Brent
Kennedy School.

226-0008
WWW.RDCK.BC.CA
WANTED

SARAH, MARK, AND SEQUOIA
JEFFREYS are seeking a furnished
summer rental in the Slocan from the second
week of May through the second week of
August this summer. Ideally, we would like
to rent a place in New Denver or Silverton,
close to the lake, but as in past summers,

DONALD “DANNY” LAWRENCE LAW,
born in Vancouver, BC on December 16,
1935, died at 80 years old on January 30,
2016 in New Denver, BC.
Danny grew up in Kimberley, BC and
attended business school and Bible college
in Vancouver. He married his love, Joan, in
1960 and they settled in New Denver with
their four daughters, Louise, Janice, Heather
and Phyllis. He was well known around
New Denver and the Slocan Valley as Pastor
Danny at the Gospel Light Chapel. He was
a dedicated weather observer, calling in the
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weather to Environment Canada nearly every
day for 45 years. Others will remember him
as Mr. Law the bus driver and custodian at
Lucerne School for over two decades. Danny
loved swimming in Slocan Lake and enjoyed
many summers at ‘the Islands’ where he built
an A-frame cabin. Danny was committed
to the people of Israel, visiting many times
over the years and spending countless
hours collecting and sending donations to
organizations serving causes dear to him.
He was a generous and caring man who was
always happy to lend a helping hand. He
cherished his many grandchildren and greatgrandchildren who remember a grandpa who
always had time for a laugh with them.
Danny is survived by his wife Joan
Law, daughters Louise (Wilf) Wilson,
Janice (Vern) Gustafson, Heather (Bill)
Strong and Phyllis (Greg) McTaggart; his
grandchildren Matthew (Jessie) and Michael
(April) Wilson, Carmen and Brian (Nicole)
Gustafson, Lauren (David) and Alanna (Jake)
Hartwig, Jadine McTaggart, Dale and Jesse
Strong; great-grandchildren Brianne, Taliya,
Delanie, Emma, Isabella, Hunter, Finley
and Henna.
He was predeceased by his father and
mother George and Alice Law and sister
Sarah Botham.
A funeral service was held at Bosun Hall
in New Denver, BC on February 4, 2016.
Donations in Danny’s memory may
be made to the Slocan Lake Community
Health Centre (PO Box 129, New Denver,
BC, V0G 1S0) or Christian Friends of Israel
Canada (RPO Newton, PO 88631, Surrey,
BC, V3W 0X1).
You are invited to leave a personal
message of condolence at the family’s online
register at www.myalternatives.ca

Business Classifieds start at $10.00
Call 250-358-7218 for details

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HARDWOOD FLOORS
WHOLESALE
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

LARRY’S Lawn & Yard Service
• Lawn care • Fall clean-up & removal
• Pruning • Odd jobs • Snow removal

Call Larry “the lawn guy”
250-265-7281 • 250-358-7772

Serving Silverton to Nakusp & all points in between.

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Alex Joseph
250-358-7721

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-269-7280

mobile

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

BONDED Journeyman carpenter • Licenced (Canadian)
Sub-contractor • Licenced (US) Contractor.

www.manciaconstruction.ca

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silvridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

Castlegar
250-304-2911

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Leaf Cabinetry

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Indoor Garden
Supplies

Wired by Alex

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

100% CANADIAN PREF. ALUM-OXIDE. ROAKMAPLE BISTRO/TAVERN 3 1/4” X 3/4” - $4.39/SF
– MILL RUN $85 Sel BETTER. NORTH PLANK.
RL. UP TO 7’ $5.49/SF PLT. – ENG IMPORT
FROM $3.99/SF PLT. CORK 50+ CHOICES
FROM $2.59 SF PLT. GLUE DOWN – BAMBOO,
SLATE FROM $3.99/SF PLT – MOST IN STOCK
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

Patrick Baird

250-354-8562

elementconcrete.ca

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

250-265-4134

Insurance Inspections & Installations
of Wood Burning Appliances
WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net
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Personal Classifieds
start at $8.00

Call 250-358-7218 for details
email: valleyvoice@valleyvoice.ca

HAIR

AVA’S
Hair Studio
OPEN YEAR-ROUND

358-7769

Far right entrance of the Wild Rose Building in Rosebery

FLOWERS

Fresh Floral Arrangements
by Darlene
Green Acres Ventures
Weddings & Everyday Flowers

Delivery available 250-265-1379
email: greenacres@live.ca • www.greenacresnakusp.ca

WINTER HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

MAJA: ONNI MATTIAS (MATT)
- Born April 23, 1927, in Port Arthur,
Ontario. Passed away on January 20,
2016 in the Vernon Jubilee Hospital. Matt
was predeceased by Helen, his loving
wife of 66 years in 2014, his two elder
sisters, Sylvia (Arne) Maki, Julia (Dalton)
Mayes, brother-in-law, Jack Hodges,
sister-in-law Betty (Owen) Neill, and
his eldest daughter Grace (Rick) MajaJohnston. He is survived by 2 younger

sisters, Lemmitty Hodges, Aune (Eero)
Pontynen, 6 children, Dan (Lynne) Maja,
Betty (Richard) Fahlman, Julia (Kent)
Hough, Emily Maja (Cyril Gregory),
Matt (Barb) Maja, Jodi (Bill) Rendall, 11
grandchildren, 15 great grandchildren,
brother-in-law Harry (Norma) Barden,
and many nieces and nephews. Matt
moved to BC from Ontario in 1951 with
his new family to pursue job opportunities
in logging and road construction. Matt
was active in the Kinsmen Club, Masonic
Order, Boy Scout Leadership and also
ran as a Liberal candidate. In 1970, Matt
and Helen moved to Kelowna where
he taught at Okanagan College. When
that ended it was back to logging until
he accepted an Instructor position in the
Heavy Equipment Operator Program at
Malaspina College in Nanaimo which
included a two year teaching stint in
Indonesia. When that Program was
cancelled he worked for the Department of
National Defence at Nanoose Bay until his
retirement. Matt had high expectations of
honesty, good work ethics, family values
and high moral standards of everyone
he knew. He also enjoyed sharing his

passion for creating new projects, fishing,
gardening, and crib playing with family
and friends. A celebration of Matt’s life
will be held in Nakusp from 1-4 pm,
April 23, 2016, at the Legion Hall. In lieu
of flowers, please donate to the charity of
your choice as giving to the community
was always an important part of Matt’s life.
Matt’s family would like to express their
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appreciation to the doctors and staff at the
Arrow Lakes and Vernon Jubilee Hospitals
for their care and comfort of their Dad
through this difficult time. Condolences
may be sent to the family by visiting
www.firstmemorialfuneralkelowna.
com. Arrangements entrusted with First
Memorial Funeral Services, Kelowna, BC
250-762-2299.

submitted
Based on 2015 financial results, the
Kootenay Savings Board of Directors
has declared a one percent patronage and
share dividend, which will see $479,425
in profit shares distributed through the
credit union’s member rewards program.
“That we are once again able
to pay a profit sharing dividend, in
what continues to be a challenging
economic environment, demonstrates our
employees’ commitment to our member
experience strategy and shows the loyalty
of our membership,” said President and
CEO Brent Tremblay.

Dividends are calculated based on
amount of interest earned on deposits
and amount of interest paid on loans.
Member-owners can withdraw up to 20
percent in cash and invest the remainder
in an RRSP to earn an instant tax credit.
Since 1992, over $69.8 million in profit
sharing dividends have been paid.
In addition to the member rewards
program, the credit union also distributed
$360,000 in donations, sponsorships,
grants and youth achievement and
education awards in 2015, helping fund
numerous community projects, programs
and initiatives across the Kootenays.

KSCU share profits for 23rd consecutive year

Open Thurs - Sun

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: howard@habenson.ca

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332

New Market Foods

shonsbs@gmail.com

518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca
Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

HEALTH FOOD

Rutabagas
Whole Foods Market
New Denver, BC
316 Main Street
250-358-7900

Open Wednesday - Saturday
10:30 am - 4:30 pm
Closed Sunday - Tuesday
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

ORGANIC PRODUCE • NATURAL
MEDICINES • VITAMINS • SUPPLEMENTS
AND MORE
Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

GIFTS
Kaslo Clothes Hanger

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

COMMUNITY
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Slocan council starts work on 2016 budget
by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
At a special meeting January 26,
Slocan’s Chief Financial Officer,
Colin McClure, gave a preliminary
report on the 2015 budget and a draft
operating budget for 2016.
A “fantastic year at the
campground,” a $10,000 SIBAC
grant, higher than anticipated gym
revenues, and lower than expected
equipment expenses, all contributed
to “a good news story” for 2015.
McClure said he was “cautiously
optimistic” that Slocan would have a
surplus in 2015. Financial statements
for the year will probably be ready
for the next budget meeting February
22. Public Works Supervisor Tim Hill
will attend that meeting.
McClure gave a long list of
funding requests for council to
consider in 2016: library lighting
$1,700, storage shed $8,000, storm
sewer $10,000, seniors’ housing
$40,000 ($15,000 allocated in 2015
hadn’t been used because of project
delays, so McClure added the 2015
allocation to the 2016 allocation

of $25,000 in the Village’s fiveyear financial plan), upgrades to
campground $16,000, full breakwater
$42,000, ride-on mower $20,000,
snow bucket for loader $3,000, office
heat pump repairs $3,000, costshare for the Westside water users
assessment report $5,000 (though
there are still some questions about
“who, how, and how much”; more
info will be provided at the February
22 meeting), asset management plan
$10,000, volunteer appreciation
barbeque after the spring beach cleanup $500.
McClure listed other items
council might want to fund in 2016.
Expenses had not been determined
for these items: a new photocopier
(it would enable the Village to scan
and digitize documents to put online),
Curling Club, Legion Hall, building
and land appraisal for insurance
(McClure suggested that the Village
could look into partnering with
Silverton to lower costs), beach dog
signs, Slocan promotional materials,
bylaw enforcement, re-decking the

breakwater (with the assistance of
JCP funding), and a welcome sign
at the main entrance of Slocan (a
committee would need to plan this
project).
McClure said that some of the
items on the list were “placeholders”;
they wouldn’t be done if there were
no grants to off-set expenses. He
noted that “if we did end up with
a reserve balance” of as much as
$50,000 in the 2015 budget, this
would take care of a lot of the funding
requests for 2016. He cautioned
council however that Public Works
would be responsible for many of
these new projects and that the work
would have to take second seat to
PW’s regular tasks. Unexpected
urgent projects, such as a water main
break or a huge windstorm, might not
leave the department time to work on
the new projects.
McClure and council discussed
the budget at length but all discussions
were preliminary and no decisions
were made. McClure will present a
draft budget at the February budget

meeting, and council will go over the
figures line by line.
Mayor Lunn suggested that the
new CBT recreation grant, a 70%
CBT, 30% municipality cost-share,
could be used for infrastructure
expenses. Councillor Patterson
brought up the possibility of using the
grant for the curling rink, suggesting
it could be used for the “whole
structure,” not just an “upgrade.”
Council discussed whether a
community development grant could
cover expenses for Springer Creek
water testing by Passmore Lab.
Councillor Perriere suggested that
since Springer Creek is a secondary
water source for the Village, perhaps
the Health Unit would test the water
free of charge. Village staff will
inquire about this and also whether
the Health Unit would test the same
things that Passmore Labs tests:
turbidity and conductivity.
Council discussed sending
representatives to this year’s AKBLG
conference in Kimberley and UBCM
conference in Victoria. For several

submitted
Renovations to the Nelson
and District Community Complex
(NDCC) Aquatic Centre are now
well underway. The majority of
demolition work is done, new change
room lockers have arrived, tile design
and colours have been selected and
concrete has been poured, the RDCK
has announced.
“Half of the rebar and form work
for the new pool gutters is complete
and the first concrete pour was a
success,” said Marty Benson, NDCC

Recreation Manager.
Concrete specialists Greyback
Construction have reshaped angles
in the dive tank so the pool meets
current aquatic standards for depth
and safety to allow the installation
of a 2.7-metre dive platform. They
have also removed the original pool
main drain from the dive tank and will
replace it with two new drains that
will be safer for divers and swimmers.
In conjunction with forming
the gutters, crews will construct
forms and install rebar for structural

pilasters to support the pool deck and
walls. Once all concrete work has
been completed, crews will start tiling
the pool walls and deck surfaces.
Benson says progress during
the next month of the project is
critical because concrete work has
to be completed before some other
mechanical system work can begin.
U n i t e c h ’s c o n s t r u c t i o n
management team is working with
Trainor Mechanical Contractors
and Martech Electrical Systems
who are under and around the pool

submitted
The Nelson and District Arts
Council and Elephant Mountain
Literary Festival request assistance
in nominating emerging writers
in Kootenay communities for the
fourth annual Carver Award, which
comes with a $500 cash prize and
presentation at the festival’s 100-Mile
Gala in Nelson on July 7.
Nominations must be for writers
just starting in their careers who have
had one to two books published, or an
equivalent body of work published
in anthologies or literary journals.
To meet the criteria, writing must be
creative literary writing (fiction or
nonfiction). Self-published authors

are eligible. Nominees must be
Kootenay/ Boundary residents.
Nominations must include name
and contact information for both the
nominator and the nominee, writing
discipline (fiction, creative nonfiction,
poetry, teen, children’s, etc.), titles of
published works and their publishers,
and a paragraph outlining the reason
for the nomination.
Richard Carver was a lover of the
arts and the Kootenays, and he was
invested in the community. He was a
mover and shaker on the board of the
Nelson and District Arts Council, the
primary sponsor of this award named
in his honour.
After Carver passed away in 2009,

the Arts Council founded this award,
which has been awarded three times.
Children’s author Darcee O’Hearne
was the recipient in 2013, followed by
poet Jane Byers in 2014. In 2015, the
Elephant Mountain Literary Festival
became a partner in the award, and
that year the award was split between
two deserving recipients, children’s
author Susan Dancer and novelist Avi
Silberstein.
For more information, please
visit the Nelson and District Arts
Council website at www.ndac.ca.
Nominations and inquiries may
be sent to president@ndac.ca with
‘Carver Award’ in the subject line. The
deadline for nominations is April 30.

installing new ducting, mechanical,
and electrical systems at the same
time that Greyback is replacing
concrete on top.
Change room lockers are now
being replaced, a project that will
take about three weeks per change
room. The entire renovation project
is forecast to take a full 11 months to
complete. A precise reopening date
will be announced in the later stages
of construction.
The RDCK is also now offering
a regional wellness pass that
allows residents to use community
complexes in Nelson, Castlegar,
Creston and the fitness centre in
Salmo, for a unified price. This
includes aquatic centre admission.
For more information, contact any of
the RDCK’s community complexes
or the Salmo Recreation Department.
The RDCK will continue to
provide regular project updates.

submitted
Management plans for three
RDCK parks – Crescent Valley Beach
in the Slocan Valley, and Waterloo
Eddy and Pass Creek near Castlegar –
have been adopted by the RDCK board
and are ready to implement.
The management plans will guide
the operations, development and
stewardship of the parks over the next
decade.
Some of the highlights include:
Crescent Valley Beach - improve
parking conditions; keep the park
clean; no dogs on beach; support river
sports; environmental stewardship.

Pass Creek Regional Park develop the park as a valued community
asset; improve the quality of park
facilities; protect the park’s natural
environment and wildlife habitat;
maintain trails and enhance trail
connections; support equestrian users.
Waterloo Eddy Regional Park
- improve access for fishermen and
improve parking; protect the river;
value park trails and plan for trail
connections; improve signage.
“The process to engage the
public, collect feedback and draft the
plans began in the fall of 2014,” said
Sangita Sudan, General Manager of

Development Services. “The RDCK
commends residents for taking an
active role in sharing their vision for
their public spaces. We are also grateful
to Juliet Anderson and Ecoscape
Environmental, the consultants who
guided the process and crafted the
documents.”

RDCK announces concrete progress on pool renovations

Call for nominations: Carver Award for Emerging Writers

RDCK adopts parks plans
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years, council has had minimal
representation at conferences in order
to save money. Last year, only Mayor
Lunn went to UBCM. As an RDCK
director, her expenses were covered
by the RDCK. Lunn pushed for more
reps, saying that she “would like us to
talk to ministers this year.” Councillor
Perrier said either all the councillors
should have the opportunity to go or
none should. Councillor Van Bynen
said at least one other councillor
besides Lunn should go.
Council was embarrassed to
hear that the Village had forgotten
to follow up on a grant in aid to
the Slocan District Chamber of
Commerce last year. The Village
had offered the Chamber $1,000
“contingent on the 2015 budget
review.” Since the matter had not
been reviewed and the Village had
not said how often it would contribute
to the Chamber, Councillor Perriere
suggested that the Village send a
cheque for $1,000 with a letter saying
that $500 was for last year and $500
for this year.
The Village discussed applying for
a Canada Summer Jobs grant to hire
one student. Last year the Village’s
application was unsuccessful but
the Village has been successful in
previous years. A request from Public
Works for funding for required water
certification training was approved.

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
Brian Major
• 250-938-3900

Please contact:
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296
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Nakusp senior outdoor ed and entrepreneurial program rocks!
years, they sold fishing flashers. This
year, they sold the flashers plus a new
product – the Easy Light Tinder Block
and Kit. Ideal for camping and for use
in emergencies, the tinder block fits in
your back pocket and makes easy work
of lighting a fire.
The students’ gross sales at the
show this year were $20,600 – double
last year’s $10,000 and close to triple
2014’s $7,000. This year’s fish flasher
sales were over $15,000 and tinder block
sales were about $5,000.
“But the success of the program isn’t
measured in dollars, but in how much
the students gain from this educational

Maryse Gallisant née Cagigos (Mézin, France)
July 16, 1937 to January 26, 2016

My love’s life passed to the spirit world due to heart failure after a large stroke January 3, 2016. She had left mitral valve stenosis (narrowing) from a strong childhood
infection (mononucleosis) which was compounded by deterioration of her heart’s
electrical function (atrial fibrillation), although she always ate organically, much raw,
no frying and never smoked, used drugs or consumed more than an odd small aperitif.

experience,” said Boswell. “The students
had to learn how to speak to the public
and be good salespeople. By the end of
the show, the students had gained a lot
of confidence. They knew the sales pitch
and were closing sales very efficiently.”
The proceeds of the sales go toward
funding the outdoor education program,
which includes training in ground Search
and Rescue, first aid, traffic control
and flagging, WHMIS (Workplace
Hazardous Materials Information
System), Food Safe, and Avalanche
Awareness, as well as the entrepreneurial
piece.
In the entrepreneurial part of the
program, students learn research and
development, marketing and sales,
management, and fabrication skills.
“Four years ago, we started this
course as a pilot program with no budget
other than the grants we received from
our community. This year, we will be in
the black for the first time,” said Boswell.
“We have raised enough money this year
to purchase materials to manufacture
more products for next year, and we
anticipate having enough funds to
expand the students’ experiences on our
trips and to invest in some gear for the
Search and Rescue training.”
Boswell says he owes the success of
the program to the people and businesses
of Nakusp, and to connections in the
United States. “Without the support
that the students and I have received,
this program would not exist,” he said.
“I would like to take this chance to
thank everyone who has supported this
program. On behalf of the senior outdoor
ed students and myself, thank you from
the bottom of our hearts.”
On this year’s trip to Vancouver, the
students were able to go rock climbing
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by Jan McMurray
The senior outdoor education
students at Nakusp Secondary were
wildly successful at the Vancouver Boat
Show this year.
“The students performed brilliantly
at the show. They exceeded my
expectations,” said teacher Dorian
Boswell.
Student Cam Olson enjoyed the
experience so much that he is considering
pursuing a career in business.
This is the third consecutive year
that the students in the senior outdoor
ed program have had a booth at the boat
show in Vancouver. For the first two

and to Science World, the aquarium, a
hockey game and a Chinese ballet. “The
students gained not only entrepreneurial
experience, but also cultural and crosscurriculum experiences,” said Boswell.
The students have three more events
this year to fine-tune their sales skills.
They will exhibit at the Kamloops Gun
Show (April 23-24) and the Vernon
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boat show (April 30-May 1), and
will compete in the Junior Dragons
Den competition. “I’d like to take this
opportunity to formally invite some of
the junior outdoor education students to
share these experiences with the senior
class,” said Boswell.
Check out their website at www.
rollyflashers.com.

While in Vancouver at the Boat Show, NSS students visited the Marine Search & Rescue boat
at Granville Island. Marine SAR members were impressed that Ground Search and Rescue
certification is part of the NSS outdoor ed program.

Nakusp Secondary senior outdoor education and entrepreneurial program students at their
booth at the Vancouver Boat Show this year.

24th Annual Winter Blues Boogie

Dear family, friends and strangers: This is a poem she wrote to her colleagues upon
their completion of the Japanese museum (Nikkei Centre) in New Denver, BC March
18, 1994. For me, Maryse exemplified creativity, positivity, sharing and deep faithful
love. Fittingly there was always sunshine on her birthday.

Saxophonist extraordinaire Clint Swanson and trumpet player Ronnie Butler kept the groove going for Winter Blues Boogie 2016.
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Thank you, my friends
We come and go,
Thunder roll, and the wind blows.
We run and work
We laugh and cry.
The future is unfolding, the mystery remains,
I wish you a long journey my friends.
Be happy and remember = The wise man
Looks into space, there is no limits to dimensions.
Visions, dreams, creation…
Let us enter the unknown
Faith, beauty and love
Are opening new doors.
Land of shadow can turn into consciousness,
Carry on my friends, don’t look back, hold the light in your palm.
Don’t let it go… Walk in the sky, walk again.
Take a deep breath and say to yourself:
“I am happy to be alive.”
Good luck my friends and thank you for your help, I enjoyed working with you.
Please, if you can, donate to a charity. One of hers was Operation Smile Canada for
surgically correcting the cleft lips and palates of the underprivileged in this world
1-888-677-6453.
Garth Hunter, RMT, PO Box 8A, Silverton, BC V0G 2B0. 250-358-2364. Please
note I am not giving treatments but if necessary may give advice.

David McCrory proposed to his fiancée Tara at this year’s Winter Blues Boogie. She accepted!

